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The topic of this volume is the “Kanseki Repository”, a digital collection of premodern Chinese texts. The 
work on these texts goes back more than 20 years, but the shape these texts and the software to interact 
with it take are largely the outcome of the research seminar “Fundamental topics in Digital Humanities” co-
ordinated at the center since 2013. I would therefore especially thank the core members of this seminar, 
Ryūichi Kogachi, Bill Mak, Izumi Miyazaki, Tomoyuki Nagata, Hiroyuki Shirasu, Fuminori Tsuchiguchi, and 
Kōichi Yasuoka for the support during the seminar and the preparation of this report. It goes without say-
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One of the challenges posed to us as scholars and edi-
tors by our times is to preserve the cultural heritage 
that has come down to us through the ages on its 
transition to digital formats. These new formats do 
away with many of the limitations of the print medi-
um and open up exciting new possibilities. These can 
be realized in many different ways, however, based on 
our assumptions about what is the best way to 
achieve the desired result, what aspects of a work 
should be preserved and what aspects can be changed 
or discarded, and how access to the digital products 
should be organized.
　Some of these assumptions may be due to a lack of 
awareness of the new freedoms allowed by today’s 
technology. However, while most of these assumptions 
are not technical in themselves, they nonetheless in-
volve decisions about technical implementation that at 
some point will influence the design of the interfaces 
and tools used to access the cultural heritage.
　Here I will discuss the basic assumptions concerning 
the Kanseki Repository 漢籍リポジトリ (Kanripo). 
Firstly, this preservation should not be achieved by 
fixing the cultural artifact in display cases, like those 
of a museum, such that modern users can not readily 
interact with it, but rather by making it available for 
exploration, research and all kinds of interactions, 
imaginable and as yet unimaginable. Another assump-
tion is that the process of preservation should be as 
open and transparent as possible, based on the ideal of 
a free, non―authoritarian discourse that embraces di-
versity.
　These assumptions concern the design of the techni-
cal side of the system, as well as how decisions about 
this process are reached, what goals should be envi-










































sioned, and so forth. All users should be involved and 
have a say, including future generations.
　This is obviously not practicable, however, and since 
access to and use of the cultural heritage is fundamen-
tal, a key goal is to design a system that enables as 
many and as diverse usages as possible. This implies 
that there will be no central authority over the digital 
work, so the implementation will need to work in a 
way that does not require one. On the other hand, 
trust and reputation are important in allowing users 
to assess authoritativeness for themselves. Thus we 
will strive to develop a system that develops a strong 
and supportive community.
Philology and digital text
The Kanseki Repository 漢籍リポジトリ (Kanripo) 
serves as a repository for premodern Chinese texts. 
These texts are provided in a way that facilitates 
their use as a reliable source for any kind of research 
for which they are needed. While the system will sup-
port a wide variety of different research approaches 
and methodologies, an awareness of the assumptions 
the repository is based on will help researchers use it 
more efficiently. These methodological assumptions 
are outlined below.
Text and document
Scholars studying almost any aspect of premodern 
Chinese culture, depend on textual “witnesses” of 
things past. These witnesses are transmitted to us in 
the form of material objects, but in most cases we are 
interested not in the objects themselves, but rather 
the content they transmit. It is useful here to distin-
guish between the text as an abstract entity and the 
medium through which the text is transmitted. A text 
can be transmitted in the form of many different ma-
terial objects, each with differences that might also ex-
tend to the content of the text. We thus need a model 
that can take account of these different aspects of an 
artifact.
　One useful model to consider is that developed by 
the International Federation of Library Associations 






































“Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records” 
(abbreviated as FRBR) and is quite complex, describ-
ing all aspects of bibliographic data. Of relevance here 
is only the first set of terms that denote the “products 
of intellectual or artistic endeavor” as four related enti-
ties : work, expression, manifestation, and item (See 
Figure 1 . 1). These four terms are elaborated below.
・Work is a “distinct intellectual or artistic creation.” 
(［6］, p. 17) For example, the Analects of Confucius 
or the Dao De jing are works. Works are indepen-
dent of the rendering in a specific edition or lan-
guage. Thus, an English translation is considered 
a representation of the work in the same way as 
the Chinese original. A work according to this 
model is an abstract entity that does not rely on a 
specific expression in words.
・Expression is “the specific rendering the work 
takes each time it is ‘realized’” (［6］, p. 19). A spe-
cific formulation of the text of the Analects or a 
specific translation thereof, or a version of the 
text of the Dao De jing with the commentary by 
王弼 Wang Bi are all examples of expressions. An 
expression is still independent of a specific edition, 
however.
・Manifestation is “the physical embodiment of an 
expression of a work.” (［6］, p. 21). For textual 
works, this is usually a specific edition published 
by a specific publisher, for example D. C. Lau’s 
translation of the Analects published by Simon & 
Brown in 2012 or the edition of Wang Bi’s com-
mentary included in the 四部叢刊 Sibu congkan of 
1929.
・Item is “a single exemplar of a manifestation. The 
entity defined as item is a concrete entity.” (［6］, p. 
21). My own exemplar of D. C. Lau’s translation or 
my photocopy of Wang Bi’s Sibu congkan edition 
are examples of items.
　As scholarly editors we work with items that carry 
evidence of the work through the expression that the 


































item records. If there are multiple textual witnesses of 
the work, we usually deal with multiple manifesta-
tions of this expression. On the other hand, in biblio-
graphic discussions concerning specific texts and the 
way they have been transmitted historically, the focus 
is usually on expressions and manifestations, i. e., lev-
els of abstraction above the level of the individual 
item but below the level of work.
　In the Kanseki Repository, this model has been used 
to determine whether two “digital items” should be re-
lated to separate expressions, and thus have separate 
entries in the catalog, or merely to separate manifesta-
tions of the same expression, thereby representing 
two witnesses (editions) under the same entry in the 
catalog.
　A useful simplification of this terminology might be 
to employ the more familiar, though slightly ambigu-
ous term text when we speak of the “work”, and docu-
ment for “item”. Multiple witnesses of a text (work) 
would then be multiple “documents”, which might or 
might not represent the same “expression/manifesta-
tion”. Since this second set of terms, while not as for-
mal and precise as the FRBR set, is sufficiently ex-
pressive and also more familiar to philologists, I will 
use the terms text and document where possible.
　So how should we understand the relationship be-
tween text and document ? And what does this under-
standing mean for our task of producing scholarly reli-
able, philologically grounded digital editions of a text ? 
Before exploring this further, yet another important 
clarification needs to be made.
Record and interpretation
In a seminal article, the Swiss scholar Hans Zeller 




























のあったサモトラケのアリスタルコス（Ἀρίσταρχος ; c. 














［23］ emphasized the fact that all scholarly editing 
should make a clear distinction between the record of 
what has been transmitted in the “documents”, and 
the scholarly interpretation thereof. In this terminolo-
gy, the record is the essentially objective evidence or 
record of a text in the form of a material document, 
while the interpretation is the way in which a specific 
reader of this document, in his function as editor of an 
edition, subjectively reads and understands the text, 
based on knowledge of the writing style and any other 
supporting evidence that is derived from knowledge 
about the text, but not necessarily part of this specific 
document itself. Equipped with such knowledge, an 
editor might be able to point out errors in the charac-
ters that make up the text, missing or misplaced pag-
es, and additions or omissions in the textual content, 
and even attempt to produce a new edition (manifesta-
tion) of the text that improves on perceived shortcom-
ings. Zeller stresses that we should not only be aware 
of this subjectivity and objectivity in editing, but also 
communicate it to the users of the editions we pro-
duce, to prevent users from having unreasonable ex-
pectations and trying avenues of analysis that are sim-
ply not supported by the edition. It also goes without 
saying that this is not a new distinction. As Zeller 
himself points out, in the European tradition it goes 
back to at least Aristarchus of Samothrace (Ἀρίσταρχος ; 
c. 220―c. 143 BC), an influential scholar of Homerian 
poetry, who established the first critical edition of 
Homer’s works, rejecting and marking lines he consid-
ered doubtful, but always making it clear what was 
based on his own judgment and what was evidence of 
the documents available to him.
　While this distinction can be blurry at times, and 
some question the very notion of objectivity in the re-
cord, it still seems useful and it has informed the de-
sign of the Kanseki Repository, which arranges the 
editions of a text it represents into those that strive to 
faithfully reproduce a text according to some textual 
witness (record) and those that make alterations or 
additions to the text, for example by adding punctua-
tion, normalizing characters, collating from other evi-
dence, etc. (interpretation).












































Studying textual content (i. e., just text) in isolation se-
verely limits understanding. In many cases it is desir-
able to have more context or supporting external evi-
dence. Peter Shillingsburg ［17］ outlines the following 
requirements of a digital edition (slightly edited for 
clarity) :
　a． Digitized images of all the documents. This 
makes it possible to view any document side―by―side 
with any other document, from anywhere in the 
world, without traveling from Tokyo to Marburg and 
New York.
　b． A table of variants to show how all the docu-
mentary texts differ from one another.
　c． A textual history that explains the relationships 
between the variant documents and why we should 
care about them.
　d． A transcription of at least one of the documents, 
so that the variants list can be used more easily. Or 
else transcriptions of all the documents so that read-
ers can select and read any of them. This would also 
enable machine collation.
　e． Edited copies of the transcriptions to correct er-
rors, to create new editions based on individual inter-
pretation. While the other editions of the record will 
preserve the text as a historical documentary text, 
such revisions will help readers avoid the distractions 
caused by scribal or compositorial errors.
　As outlined above, a strict division is maintained be-
tween the “record”, i. e., a descriptive and neutral rep-
resentation of a text, and the “interpretation” of that 
record, i. e., any edited version of, commentary to, or 
other enhancement of the text. For this purpose, any-
thing that has been done before the activity of the 
modern editors, including previous modern editions of 
a text, is considered part of the record.
　This should allow users to clearly distinguish at any 
moment between views or changes introduced within 
the tradition and those introduced later.
The record : Two faces of digital text












































way to printed texts (Shillingsburg) and in some cases 
it has been written about exclusively with printed edi-
tions in mind (Zeller). But there are also issues that 
are specific to digital editions. 
　Every edition that enters the record can be repre-
sented in two distinct, but related digital forms : as 
digital facsimile1 and as digital transcription. Both in-
troduce by necessity alterations due to the medium 
used, but they should still be kept as close to the origi-
nal as possible. Thus, a digital facsimile might be re-
duced to monochrome (black and white) images, with 
the white margins cut away and the contrast en-
hanced, but still considered a faithful representation of 
the original texts2. In the same way, the transcription 
of a text might strive to reproduce the text as closely 
as possible to the characters as seen on the facsimile 
(or more correctly, as read and interpreted by the typ-
ist or input program), without ever achieving a com-
plete identity. (This means that if several variants of a 
character are available in the coded character set, the 
one closest to the character on the page is selected).
　To be complete, the record also comprises descrip-
tions of the available editions that are not yet part of 
the repository, ideally including all known editions.
　Some conventions to easily distinguish these two 
types of texts are outlined below.
The Interpretation
While the record tries to present the evidence in a 
form that is as neutral and unbiased as possible, it is 
in the interpretation that real scholarly editing takes 
place. The record is scrutinized and amended, com-
mented on, etc. Such modifications and interpretations 
ensure the living evolution of the text that has contin-
ued ever since it was first fixed in writing.
　One important use of this concept in the context of 
the Kanseki Repository is to provide an edition that 
employs modern character usage, rather than the 
characters used in the editions documented in the re-
cord. This allows us to cater to the needs of modern 
users but still provides a record of the existing textual 
tradition through reference to the editions in the “re-
cord”.
　Premodern Chinese texts (古籍 guji in Chinese, 漢籍 


























kanseki in Japanese ― hereinafter I will use the Japa-
nese designation) that were transmitted in the form of 
beautiful woodblock prints for many centuries reveal 
numerous traces of this kind of evolution, as their 
owners took possession of the texts as objects. As well 
as affixing collector’s stamps, they also freely added 
marginal notes, reading marks, punctuation and more, 
thus making almost every copy of a work a unique 
item reflecting a specific trajectory of readership over 
the generations. Similarly, all users of the repository 
can create their own copies, marked with their indi-
vidual readings and comments. As yet, we do not 
have the digital equivalent of a collector’s stamp, how-
ever.
　In addition to this ad hoc commenting on individual 
items, there is also the traditional exegesis, in which 
commentary, explication and sound―glosses were in-
serted interlinearly into the root text, albeit usually in 
smaller characters to set them off. The result was 
then published as a new edition. In other texts, the 
root text and the commentary might also be set apart 
by other typographical means, by indenting the first 
line of the commentary for example. It is thus a fact 
that outside of the Buddhist scriptures, almost all 
texts of any standing as a classic have been transmit-
ted not as raw, unadulterated texts, but rather 
wrapped in layers of commentary and annotation. 
Within the Kanseki Repository, such ‘texts with com-










































mentary’ are usually treated as separate texts with 
their own entries in the catalog. Rather than an inter-
pretation of the root text, in the philological sense 
used here, they become a record in their own right.
Details of the technical implementation
The texts contained in the repository are presented 
with only the markup that is absolutely necessary for 
them to function within the supporting system. Every 
edition of the text is established separately and curat-
ed alongside other editions. The format for the texts 
is an extension to the Emacs Org―mode text format3 
and the technical means to handle the alongside is 
‘version control software’ as outlined in the following 
section.
　This approach is quite contrary to the current prac-
tice in Scholarly Editing and Digital Philology, which 
uses the XML based Text Encoding Initiative’s (TEI, 
see ［19］) textual model as the standard, and therefore 
requires an explanation.
　First of all, it is important to note that there is not 
just one true rendition of an existing text in digital 
form. Every rendition will have to develop its own 
methodology, make decisions about how to represent 
certain distinct features of a source text and what to 
consider as ancillary baggage to be left behind during 
the transition to the digital medium. No one digital 
edition will therefore be the same as another, except 
where one is a direct digital copy of the other.
　One important feature distinguishing such editions 
is of course the technology used. In Digital Philology, 
most of the work done since the turn of the century, 
is based on the text model developed by the Text En-
coding Initiative (TEI) and syntactically based on 
XML, a technology that also drives most of the World 
Wide Web, among other things. With its sophisticated 
model of texts and many ways to record textual fea-
tures of interest to the encoder, it is an important 
technology and its expressivity goes lightyears beyond 
the modest means of the syntax employed here.
　The fact that TEI and XML are not used for the re-
pository here should not be seen as a statement of 
their unsuitability for the task at hand. They are very 
suitable in fact, and can be used in conjunction with 












































what is presented here to great advantage. Alterna-
tively, they can be used on their own in the usual 
way. In more than 20 years of working with these 
methodologies, however, I found that they are not al-
ways an ideal fit for every station on the path of a 
text from the reader (as editor) to the producer and 
back to the reader. There is also room for a simpler, 
but yet well defined textual model, which can be algo-
rithmically “up―converted” to a more expressive syn-
tax, if desired, to fit into a production pipeline. Addi-
tionally, it is useful to also provide a text in plain 
format as the final stage of the publication process.
　While the simple format used here works well for 
establishing the text, and for reading, translating and 
annotating, it might prove inadequate for more sophis-
ticated use cases, like linguistic annotations, or the 
markup of names, persons and locations4. In such cas-
es, a conversion to XML representation of the texts is 
feasible.
　The long and short of all this is that there is no sin-
gle representation that is technically superior in all 
cases. Pragmatically, the one that best serves the 
needs of the text and the reader should be chosen at 
any given time.
　This leads quite naturally to another observation : A 
digital text cannot be sufficiently appreciated by sim-
ply looking at the sequence of bits or bytes that repre-
sent the text ; it is necessary to take into account the 
whole system that supports the presentation of the 
text to the reader ― the application software for ren-
dering the texts, the underlying operating system and 
its properties, the fonts used for rendering text, and 
the size, pixel density and luminosity of the screen (or 
paper !) on which the text is rendered all contribute to 
the system that presents the text to the user. With all 
of these items, there is a multitude of variation, de-
pending on the purpose of viewing the text. Users of 
the Kanseki Repository are thus encouraged to experi-
ment with this liberty and use what best fits their 
needs. Chapter 3 will provide further details of this.
How texts and editions appear in the Kanseki Re-
pository











































mode format, which is almost plain text, serves both 
as the first stage of preparing a text in the digital for-
mat, for example by typing it out, and as the final 
stage where the text is published and distributed. 
This is a format that makes the least assumptions 
about the receiving system by restraining it technical-
ly to a lowest common denominator, i. e., “plain text5”.
　Kanripo implements the principles outlined above in 
the following way :
・A text “repository” is created for every text for 
holding all information related to the text, includ-
ing links to facsimile renderings of pages and the 
content of the text itself 6.
・The repository is named according to a conven-
tion that gives the text an appropriate place in 
the textual and conceptual universe of premodern 
Chinese texts. In principe, the conventions used 
here follow those for classification of traditional 
Chinese cataloging, as exemplified by such great 
works as the 四庫全書総目提要 Siku quanshu con-
gmu tiyao or the bibliographical treatises of the 
dynastic histories, with a few alterations as out-
lined in the next chapter. The name of the reposi-
tory serves as an identifier for the text and this 
identifier is used to uniquely and unambiguously 
refer to the text.
・The repository is created using a software called 
“git7”. This software was designed to help soft-
ware developers collaborate across different time 
zones and locations. The details are unimportant, 
but the essential point is the concept of “branch-
es”, which enables work on different versions of a 
text to be done simultaneously and allows the 
switching back and forth between multiple ver-
sions. The software is capable of dealing with as 
many different versions of a text as needed and 
offers many functions, such as efficient storage 
and retrieval, display of differences, etc.
・Every one of the editions in the “record” that has 
a digital representation in Kanripo will have a 
branch that represents this edition. Such a branch 
is given a name to identify it. We will use names 
that include only uppercase letters (and a hyphen 
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“―”) to point to branches that represent editions in 
the record, such as WYG (for the reprint of the 
文淵閣 Wenyuan ge edition of the 四庫全書 Siku 
quanshu) or CK―KZ (for the 考正 Kaozheng re-
print of the 重刊道藏輯要 Chongkan Daozang ji-
yao). These branch names can be arbitrarily cho-
sen, but they should be documented somewhere 
in the record.
・Other branches represent editions or versions of 
the text that do not form part of the record, but 
are added by editors or researchers for specific 
purposes, which might be the creation of a new 
critical edition, reading notes, translation, com-
mentary, etc. If such an edition is based on an edi-
tion in the record, the referencing system of the 
base edition is carried over to allow better inte-
gration into Kanripo. These branches are usually 
named with a combination of uppercase and low-
ercase letters or lowercase letters only (such as 
WYG―chris or trans―en) to clearly distinguish 
them from the non―interpretative branches8.
・One of the editions in the record will be selected 
as a “base edition”. The page numbers and line 
markers of this base edition will be used as a ref-
erence framework in all editions of this text. This 
is not necessarily the philologically most valuable 
edition, but rather a pragmatic choice for the pur-
pose of supplying a reference framework for the 
other editions in the “record”. This does allow the 
cross―referencing of locations within different edi-
tions across editions. All editions have a reference 
to the base edition as part of the information at 
the beginning of each file.
・Among the other branches, there are two which 
have a special meaning within the Kanseki Reposi-
tory : the master and _data branches.
・master is the branch which has the most up―to―
date text as chosen by the editors of the Kanseki 
Repository. This might be the one in the base edi-
tion, but might also be a different one, if that 
seems to be a better starting point. It will usually 
also introduce (different) punctuation, character 
normalization, structural markup, and other char-














































resents an interpretation of the text, not a record, 
hence the lowercase letters used for its name.
・_data is a branch that holds data used by the sys-
tem. These data might pertain to one or more of 
the other branches. For example, information 
about which facsimile page belongs to which text 
location is maintained here.
・Within every branch of the repository, there will 
be a file called “Readme.org”. This file is not part 
of the textual content itself, but gives the mini-
mum necessary information about the record 
(metadata), most notably the specific edition that 
is described in the branch in which the file Read-
me.org is located. For this reason, the content of 
this file will vary across different editions. By con-
vention, the Readme.org file of the master branch, 
at least, will contain information about all the oth-
er branches as well to serve as a quick reference. 
More detailed information about the text will also 
be found in the Catalog.
Texts in the Kanseki Repository
One of the distinguishing features of the Kanseki Re-
pository compared to many other projects is that it 
primarily attempts to document as many editions of a 
text as feasible. It is therefore not based on one specif-
ic edition by default. For every edition, a transcribed 
version of the edition and a digital facsimile can be 
kept and these can be read side by side.
　It should also be mentioned here that sometimes 
texts with the same title and author/editor can still be 
quite different. An example of this can be seen in the 
雲笈七籤 Yunji qiqian (KR5d0055), which has 120 巻 
juan in the Daozang, but only 40 juan in the Daozang 
jiyao. Should these be considered to be the same text, 
or rather different ones ? Good arguments can be put 
for both points of view. Currently, the Kanseki Reposi-
tory considers them as versions of the same text and 
will put them side by side as branches in the same re-
pository, since this arrangement facilitates research on 
the differences of these versions.
　In addition to documenting historical editions, many 
















































additional editions of a text can be created in the Kan-
seki Repository, for example by collating existing edi-
tions, and adding punctuation, further markup, annota-
tions, translations, etc.
Catalog
The catalog is used to maintain information about the 
texts. This is held in a format similar to the texts and 
distributed in the same way. Users of the repository 
can maintain their own versions of the catalog to ac-
commodate specific analytic needs.
　At the time of this writing, the Catalog can be ac-
cessed at ［13］ but is not yet integrated into the sys-
tem.
Notes
１　The use of the term “digital facsimile” might need some 
explication here. Due to the malleability of digital enti-
ties, a digital image is in many senses not “made similar” 
to the text―bearing object that served as its source. 
While there are some ways to make up for this, for ex-
ample including dimensions and a color bar for calibra-
tion in photographs of documents, wherever software is 
involved there is always the possibility of unaccounted 
change. Some curators of digital text images therefore 
prefer the term “digital avatar”, to emphasize the fact 
that they represent recreated resemblances in the digi-
tal realm rather than simple reproductions. In the cur-
rent context, however, I have chosen the term digital 
facsimile because I think it is less confusing and still suf-
ficiently precise.
２　It goes without saying that for archival storage, the fac-
similes should be kept in as high a resolution as possible 
and retain as much ancillary information as possible. A 
raw version as captured by the input device should also 
be included, as well as a record of how the image was 
reproduced. (A detailed description of how to digitize a 
text is beyond the scope of this introduction).
３　A detailed description of this format is available in the 
appendix. There is also a description online, which will 
be updated as necessary at ［20］
４　Where exactly this line should be drawn is also up to 
the user, of course, and the text format used here does 
provide for simple annotations.
５　When I first arrived at the CBETA (Chinese Buddhist 
Electronic Text Association) project, everything was 
done using a plain text format. Over time, I injected a 
certain amount of XML into the workflow. However, 






























lation, published from the XML source of the texts by 
automated scripts.
６　“repository” is used here in the specific technical sense 
of a folder on a computer, the content of which is sub-
ject to a version control system.
７　git belongs to the category of version control software 
used widely by software developers. There are many in-
troductions to git, but they are mostly geared towards 
programmers. A useful starting point for more informa-
tion about how to use git is ［7］.
８　There is yet another form of branch names, which is 
specific to the Buddhist texts derived from the Taishō 
edition. Since this edition reports other textual witnesses 
in text―critical footnotes, these have been used to recon-
stitute the texts in separate branches. It has not yet 
been possible to actually tie them to the original text 
witnesses here, however, so the naming of the branches 
reflects this indirect way of constituting the text : T@
SONG or 大 → 宋 are both ways to indicate a so―called 
Song edition (there are in fact several, but the Taishō 
editors grouped them together into one), without actual-
ly having a reference to the source available. It is of 
course hoped that some day these stopgap measures 
can be replaced with references to the actual witnesses 
of these editions.




This chapter will give an overview of the contents of 
the Kanseki Repository. It will first give some back-
ground about earlier phases of the development and 
then proceed to discuss the layout of the current itera-
tion.
　One of the most frequently raised questions about 
the repository concerns the source of the texts. The 
short answer is that about half of the texts available 
here have been collected from the Internet over a pe-
riod of more than 20 years, while the other half is 
from projects I have been involved with over the past 
25 years. All texts have been extensively curated, i. e., 
proofread, edited, linked to a digital facsimile in many 
cases, and converted to the format required by the re-
pository. The digital facsimiles, where available, have 
been separately acquired and subsequently linked to 
the text. This process is still ongoing and the results 
have not yet been thoroughly proofread.
　The representation of characters that cannot yet be 
represented in Unicode has been standardized and the 
process of finding substitute characters for a normal-
ized version is still ongoing1.
　As can be seen from this, the curating of the texts 
in the Repository is an ongoing, open―ended process. 
In fact, the texts are being moved to a public reposito-
ry in their current state not so much because the cu-
ration process has reached a major milestone, but 
rather to enable wider participation in the process. 
Editing even a single text is a major undertaking that 
requires much time and effort. Doing this on the scale 
of ten thousand texts is impossible for any one individ-
ual or even a single institution. Hopefully, releasing 
the repository even in its current state will encourage 






































all important texts with the relevant editions in a well 
curated form. Even if that day is years or, more likely, 
decades away, the work done here will hopefully 
serve as a foundation and building block for achieving 
that worthy goal.
Phases of development
⑴　 1989 ― 1996 : Early history ― mostly individual 
texts
The Kanseki Repository as it stands today started out 
as a personal collection of digital text files, created and 
maintained as a by―product of my research in Sinolo-
gy and more specifically the Chinese sources of Chan/
Zen Buddhism, through the collection of resources for 
facilitating my work. 
　The first text to enter the archive was the subject 
of my MA thesis, the 300＋ poems attributed to 王梵
志 Wang Fanzhi (currently text No. KR6s00552), which 
I input by myself in the autumn of 1989. This was a 
relatively short text that could be entered in just a 
few weeks (including the time to create characters not 
available to the system). The next text, the collection 
全唐詩 Quan Tang shi (KR4h0140), was more substan-
tial, however, consisting of 900 juan. It was handed to 
me by a colleague and friend I came to know through 
a “Chinese Computing” workshop in Bremen in 1990. 
The stage was then set for the arrival of more texts, 
such as the 25 histories (many of which can be found 
in KR2a 正史類 Zhengshi lei section). At this point, the 
repository had already exceeded the capacity of my 
computer’s hard disk, forcing me to rely on an exter-
nal drive. By this time I was doing research for my 
doctoral dissertation in Kyoto. I was attached to the 
International Research Institute for Zen Buddhism 
(IRIZ), where I worked on the Zen Knowledgebase 
project lead by Urs App. We produced a number of 
digital texts for this project that were subsequently 
released on CD―ROM and on the Internet in June 
1995. These texts are now in section KR6q 禪宗類 









































































⑵　1996 ― 2001 : Buddhist canonical texts
After the submission of my PhD thesis, I was given a 
CD―ROM of the Korean Tripiṭaka3 and spent a full 
summer analyzing its content and converting it to a 
readable format. The WWW Database of Buddhist 
Texts ［22］ was one of the fruits of this work. This da-
tabase later proved useful for the work of the Chinese 
Buddhist Electronic Text Association (CBETA), to 
which I contributed from February 1998 (until 2001 as 
resident and later as a consultant). Nearly 50％ of the 
content of the Kanseki Repository originates from the 
texts produced by the CBETA team. The collabora-
tion is ongoing and additions or changes in the CBE-
TA texts are systematically carried over to the Kan-
seki Repository.
⑶　2001 ― 2012
With my move in 2001 to Kyoto University and the 
Documentation and Information Center for Chinese 
Studies (DICCS) (since 2009 the Center for Informatics 
and East Asian Studies (CIEAS)) of the Institute for 
Research in Humanities, the range of texts for investi-
gation and curation was broadened further. Several 
research projects were instrumental here :
Toward an Overall Inheritance and Development 
of Kanji Culture (2003―2008)
As part of this project, which under the leadership of 
高田時雄 Takata Tokio was selected as a Center of 
Excellence (COE) project by the Japan Society for the 
Promotion of Science (JSPS), enabling a particular fo-
cus on historical texts that dealt with events during 
the Tang dynasty. This resulted in extensive annota-
tion of sections of the 資治通鑑 Zizhi tongjian 
(KR2b0007), but work has also been done on the two 
official histories of the Tang, among other things4.
Ceremony and Punishment in East Asia (2006―
2010)
This project, which was also sponsored by the JSPS 
(project leader 冨谷至 Tomiya Itaru, project 
#18102003) resulted in a few texts related to institu-










































(KR2l0001). and facilitated the further development of 
methods and procedures.
道藏輯要 Daozang jiyao project (since 2005)
This is a major ongoing project aimed at analyzing 
the early Qing compilation of the Daoist texts 道藏輯
要 Daozang jiyao (DZJY). It was started and initially 
lead by the late Monica Esposito (1962―2011), with ac-
tive contributions from Mugitani Kunio 麦谷邦夫 and 
others ; it was sponsored by the JSPS (project 
#20242001, 2008―2011) and two grants from the Chi-
ang Ching―kuo Foundation for Scholarly Exchange 
(projects #RG003―P―05 (2006―2009) and #RG006―P―09 
(2010―2013)). As part of this project, the entire text of 
the DZJY was input and proofread. In addition, a digi-
tal version of the text of the 正統道藏 Zhengtong Dao-
zang (ZTDZ) was acquired, and a set of high―quality 
digital images was integrated to bring the collection to 
its present form. We also received another digital ver-
sion, curated and proofread from the 道教學術資訊網
站 Daojiao xueshu zixun wang zhan (［26］), but this is 
not yet thoroughly incorporated into the repository.
Chan database project (since 2008)
This project was conceived as a collaboration between 
the late John McRae (1947―2011), Christoph Anderl, 
and Christian Wittern. We have not yet received any 
substantial funding, but we exchanged data (within 
the scope of the project) and prepared an enhanced 
version of the 祖堂集 Zutang ji (KR6q0002), as well as 
of some editions of the Chan texts 景德傳燈錄 Jingde 
chuanddeng lu (KR6q0003) and 五燈會元 Wudeng hui-
yuan (KR6q0012). A part of this work was made possi-
ble with funds from CIEAS.
⑷ 　2013 ― 2016 Fundamental topics in Digital Hu-
manities
Several times during the above mentioned phases, ef-
forts were made to create an overarching framework 
and common format to better enable comprehensive 
research on these texts. After 2010, the germ of an 
idea had taken shape and I started running some tests 
on how such a framework could be realized. The es-
sential need is a systematic arrangement of the texts 











































in a common, but very simple, format, based on the 
classical four sections of literature, but enhanced with 
additional categories for Daoist (KR5) and Buddhist 
(KR6) texts, as well as an analytical catalog and tools 
for efficiently interacting with the text corpus.
　In April 2013, a research team was formed and be-
gan to meet regularly ［25］ to discuss methodological 
and practical issues related to this work, to ensure 
that the results would have the broadest possible ap-
plication. All this has lead to the current collection of 
around 10 ,000 texts. In addition to the texts and col-
lections already mentioned, these are drawn mainly 




四庫全書 Siku quanshu (SKQS)
The Siku Quanshu with more than 3400 texts is the 
greatest single collection in the Kanseki Repository af-
ter the CBETA collection (which has roughly 1,100 
texts more). Unlike the CBETA collection, however, 
the SKQS has not been acquired as a single entity, but 
rather pieced together over time. It may be useful to 
recount how this was done and describe the current 
state of the collection, which is still far from complete.
　In the early years of the 21st century, more and 
more pre―modern Chinese texts became available on-
line. In early 2007 I discovered a potential treasure 
trove of works5, which inspired me to attempt a sys-
tematic collation of the texts that belong to the SKQS.
　Some years later, in addition to the transcribed 
texts, digital facsimiles became available at the Inter-
net Archive. These turned out to be from the 文瀾閣 
Wenlan ge copy of the SKQS, located today at the 
Zhejiang Library ( 浙江圖書館 ) in Hangzhou. Unfortu-
nately, this edition, which was originally held in the 
Wenlan Pavillon on Gushan Island of the West Lake in 
Hangzhou, had been scattered during the years of the 
Taiping wars and only later in the 19th century, 
through the efforts of the brothers 丁丙 Ding Bing 
(1829―1887) and 丁申 Ding Shen (1832―1899) could a 








































Zhejiang Library. In addition to the problematic state 
of the source itself, the way the digital facsimiles are 
cataloged and made available in the Internet Archive 
makes it very difficult to arrange them in order, align 
them to the transcribed text, or assess their complete-
ness. It was fortunate, therefore, that in early 2015 the 
opportunity arose to purchase a complete set of digital 
facsimiles of the 文淵閣 Wenyuan ge edition. These 
were scanned from a reprint by the Taiwan branch of 
Commercial Press ( 商務印書館 Shangwu yinshuguan), 
the same source used as the reference for the curation 
of the transcribed versions of the texts. These facsimi-
les made it much easier to produce a version that 
aligned the textual representation and the digital fac-
similes. At the time of this writing, this work has been 
completed for about 2900 texts, but since the easiest 
of the texts were prepared first, the remaining texts 
will require considerably more effort in editing and 
alignment.
四部叢刊 Sibu congkan (SBCK)
Since the texts in the SKQS are sometimes heavily ed-
ited and not always the best possible source, where 
possible texts have also been aligned to the SBCK. 
This is a much smaller collection of fewer than 400 
texts, of which some 100 are not in the SKQS, thereby 
providing additional material. Again, digital facsimiles 
could be purchased, but the work to establish the text 
and align it to the facsimiles is time consuming and 
ongoing. Thus, only very few texts have so far been 
processed.
維基文庫 Wikisource.zh
This is the Chinese version of the Wikisource website, 
which has a few hundred texts. While these texts do 
not indicate the edition used, they come in modern, 
well punctuated editions and can thus be used in addi-
tion to the sources mentioned, especially in the master 
branch.
Current state
At the time of this writing, almost 9 , 000 or 90％ of the 
texts in the catalog are released and freely available 


































in the @kanripo account of the GitHub website ［12］. 
Most of these texts are not yet vetted according to 
the strict philological methodology outlined above. 
They are placed here partly in the hope that they will 
nevertheless prove useful as they are, but more im-
portantly because the software interfaces described in 
the next chapter will allow users to work indepen-
dently on texts of interest, without interference from 
the editors of the Kanseki Repository.
Content of the Kanseki Repository
The content in the Kanseki Repository is organized 
similarly to a traditional Chinese library, using the 
four divisions of literature first used to organize the 
imperial library, which later served as the principle 
for classification of other collections as well. Since this 
traditional classification scheme has an inbuilt bias 
against Daoist and Buddhist texts, which play an im-
portant role in the Kanseki Repository, these two sec-
tions have been elevated to stand alone as top―level 
divisions, thus increasing the overall number of top―
level divisions to six.
　The bibliographic treatise 隋書 Sui shu KR2a0023, 
compiled under the leadership of 魏徵 Wei Zheng (581
―643), was also organized in this way at a time when 
the enormous production of Buddhist and Daoist texts 
pushed the limits of the traditional classification 
scheme. These two sections were later moved to the 
end of the 子部 Zi bu, but in most cases only a very 
small selection of Buddhist and Daoist texts were ever 
deemed worthy of admission to the libraries. The cur-
rent selection thus revives this classification scheme of 
the early Tang, as shown in Table 2 . 1.
Table 2 . 1 :　The six top categories in the Kanseki Repository
表２．１　漢籍リポジトリの六部分類  　　　　　　　　　　　
KR1 經部 Jing bu Confucian Classics (incl. music, dictionaries and elementary learning)
KR2 史部 Shi bu Historiography and politics
KR3 子部 Zi bu Masters, philosophers and treatises
KR4 集部 Ji bu Anthologies (Poetry and Collected Writings)
KR5 道部 Dao bu Daoist texts
KR6 佛部 Fo bu Buddhist texts
　The appropriate place in this classification has to be 







































In most cases, this follows the precedents set by previ-
ous text collections, with some important differences, 
as outlined below.
　Another question concerns the exact delimitation of 
a text. Where are the boundaries between different 
texts within a collection located exactly ? And there 
may be sets of pages that could be considered a single 
text or several texts. The problem can sometimes be 
seen in anthologies of texts, especially when an anthol-
ogy is itself part of a larger anthology. The ZTDZ, for 
example, contains the work 修真十書 Xiuzhen shishu 
“Ten texts of practices for obtaining the way”, an an-
thology of 10 texts of very different length and widely 
varying characteristics, written by different authors in 
different times. Some catalogs consider it to be one 
text, thus assigning it a single entry. Since research 
may require a focus on only a subset of these texts, 
for the purposes of the Kanseki Repository these texts 
have been considered separately, with each assigned a 
different number (KR5a0264 to KR5a0275, making, in 
fact, 12 entries). This decision was based on the notion 
that it is always desirable for a catalog to be as fine―
grained as possible. On the other hand, this also 
means that the Xiuzhen shishu does not exist as a sin-
gle textual entity in the Kanseki Repository.
The four divisions of Chinese literature
As explained, the first four top―level divisions of the 
Kanseki Repository correspond to the divisions that 
are commonly used in many libraries and collections, 
such as the 四庫全書 Siku quanshu (SKQS) and the 四
部叢刊 Sibu congkan (SBCK). When it comes to further 
divisions below this top level, there is considerable 
more variation, though. While the SBCK does not have 
any further subdivisions, the SKQS has up to two 
more levels ― the 類 lei and the 屬 shu. For example, 
the third second―level class is 禮類 Li lei, the ‘Ritual 
Books,’ which is further subdivided into the 周禮之屬 
Zhouli zhi shu, the ‘Rites of Zhou,’ and five more third
―level classes. Other second―level entries, like the 易類 
Yi lei, 書類 Shu lei, and 詩類 Shi lei, do not have any 
further subdivision.
　In order to standardize classification depth, the hier-
archy of the Kanseki Repository has been limited to 









































just one subdivision. Thus, all books in the Rites sec-
tion have been grouped at the same level. Initially, the 
sequential order of the subdivisions on the 屬 shu level 
is preserved, but as the repository expands and more 
texts are added in the future, this order will become 
distorted, because newly added texts will always have 
to be added to the end of the relevant class.
　In most cases, the divisions on the 類 lei level are as 
seen in the SKQS. The only exception to this is the 別
集類 Bieji lei, “Collections of individual authors”. Since 
there is such a large number of texts in this category, 
the subdivisions, which here reflect the time of the 
text creation by dynastic period as they are found in 
the SKQS, have been moved up to the 類 lei level as 
shown in Tables 2 . 2 and 2 . 3.
　As for the arrangement of the texts within a class, 
our basic guideline is that texts are grouped by topic 
and usually by date or assumed date of creation, in 
such a way that related topics can be found together. 
In cases where several topical groups exist within one 
class, as in the example of the 禮類 Li lei (ritual books) 
above, the groupings have been preserved so that re-
lated texts still occur together. There is no overarch-
ing chronological arrangement, since the original 
chronological arrangement was within the subdivision, 
and this order gets preserved.
　Furthermore, root texts are usually placed before 
commentaries and treatises that deal with them. Since 
most non―Buddhist texts in the Chinese tradition have 
been transmitted intermingled with commentaries or 
groups of commentaries, for some important texts 
with many commentaries a separate modern version 
containing only the root text has been created. Exam-
ples include the 周易 Zhou yi (KR1a0001) ‘Book of 
Changes’ and the 尚書 Shang shu (KR1b0001) ‘Book of 
Documents’. In these cases, the characters 正文 Zhen-
gwen ‘root text’ have been added to the title. This has 
been harmonized in the Kanseki Repository as shown 
in Table 2 . 3.
　Amongst other changes that have been necessary, 
all texts of the sections of the 釋家類 Shijia lei and the 
道家類 Daojia lei in the SKQS have been moved to the 
corresponding sections of the newly created 佛部 Fo 





































The Daoist material is mainly compiled from the col-
lections 正統道藏 Zhengtong daozang (ZTDZ) and 道
藏輯要 Daozang jiyao (DZJY). Titles from the 中華道藏 
Zhonghua daozang (ZHDZ) that are drawn from the 
Dunhuang collection have also been added, but these 
texts are not yet in the repository.
　In arranging the material in this section, the seven―
part division that can be seen in the ZTDZ of the ear-
ly Ming has been preserved (corresponding to subsec-
tions KR5a to KR5g). This is followed by the 
Supplement to the Daoist Canon, which was added to 
the Daozang towards the end of the Ming dynasty. 
Wherever possible the texts in the DZJY have been 
positioned as additional editions with the correspond-
ing texts of the ZTDZ. For the texts not in the ZTDZ, 
an additional subsection 清代道教文獻 Qingdai daojiao 
wenxian, “Daoist texts from the Qing dynasty” has 
been added. Additional Qing material not in the DZJY 
is placed here as well. This is followed by a subsection 
for Daoist texts excavated in Dunhuang, but no texts 
have yet been added to this subsection.
Buddhist texts
The Buddhist texts are mostly collected and convert-
ed from the fine collection prepared by 中華電子佛典
協會 CBETA (see ［3］, ［2］) and follow the general 
structure developed there. However, since CBETA 
does not include the parts of the 大正新脩大藏經 
Taishō shinshū daizōkyō ‘Taishō Tripitaka’ that con-
tain commentaries by Japanese authors or texts per-
taining to Japanese Buddhist sects, these parts have 
been added anew into the overall classification.
List of text witnesses
Table 2 . 8 shows a list of text witnesses and their des-
ignation in the Kanseki Repository6. It is to be expect-
ed that this list will continue to grow. Details are 
found in the catalog KR―Catalog ［13］.







































The raison d’étre of Kanripo is to enable and facilitate 
any kind of research that can make use of the texts 
contained. The texts in this digital library can be ac-
cessed through different interfaces, including machine 
and software interfaces. Another purpose of Kanripo 
is to render the texts and the entire library program-
mable. For this reason, every repository needs to have 
a master branch, which is essentially the “best” text, i. 
e., the text that would be published as the copy text 
of a critical textual edition. A program trying to ac-
cess the library in Kanripo should normally work on 
the master branch, unless there is a special interest in 
some other particular version or other versions in 
general.
Notes
１　All information pertaining to these characters is avail-
able in the Kanseki Repository, in the folder KR―Gaiji.
２　This is the serial number within the repository, com-
posed of the repository identifier KR, the section identifi-
er 6s, and a number indicating the sequential position of 
the text in the section, in this case 55 (though the num-
ber is padded out to four digits, hence 0055).
３　This was the version described in ［4］, completed in No-
vember 1996.
４　The results of this project can still be accessed at ［18］, 
but integration into the Kanseki Repository is ongoing.
５　The link to the site, http ://203.72.198.245, became inac-
tive after a few months, but some parts of the site’s con-
tent can still be found using the Internet Archive’s Way-
back Machine, at ［11］. I am very grateful for this effort, 
but since I did not take notes of who produced these 
texts, unfortunately the producers have to go without 
proper recognition here.
６　This includes only the direct witnesses. The indirect 
witnesses derived from the text―critical footnotes of the 





Table 2 . 2 :　The subdivisions of the SKQS 集部 Ji bu
表２．２　『四庫全書』集部の類　　　　　　　　　　
SK4 集部 Jibu Anthologies and belles―lettres
4a 楚辭類 Chuci Poetry of the South
4b 別集類 Bieji Collections of individual authors
4b1 漢至五代 Han zhi Wudai Han to Five Dynasties periods
4b2 北宋建隆至靖康 Bei Song Northern Song period （Jianlong to Jingkang reigns）
4b3 南宋建炎至德佑 Nan Song Southern Song period （Jianyan to Deyou reigns）
4b4 金至元 Jin zhi Yuan Jin and Yuan empires
4b5 明洪武開至崇禎 Ming Ming period （Hongwu to Chongzhen reigns）
4b6 清代 Qing dai Qing period
4c 總集類 Zongji Anthologies and collections of many authors
4d 詩文評類 Shi―wenping Critique on poetry and prose
4e 詞曲類 Ciqu Poetry and arias
4e1 詞集之屬 Ciji Collected poems
4e2 詞選之屬 Cixuan Selected poems
4e3 詞話之屬 Cihua Explanations to poems
4e4 詞譜韻之屬 Cipuyun Rhymes and musical notes to poems
4e5 南北曲之屬 Nanbeiqu Arias from the North and the South
Table 2 . 3 :　The subdivisions of the Kanseki Repository集部 Ji bu
表２．３　漢籍リポジトリ集部の類  　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
KR4 集部 Jibu Anthologies and belles―lettres
KR4a 楚辭類 Chuci Poetry of the South
KR4b 別集類―漢至六朝 Bieji Han zhi Liuchao Individual collections Han to Six Dynasties
KR4c 別集類―唐 Bieji Tang Individual collections Tang
KR4d 別集類―宋 Bieji Song Individual collections Song
KR4e 別集類―明 Bieji Ming Individual collections Ming
KR4f 別集類―清 Bieji Qing Individual collections Qing
KR4g 別集類―近代 Bieji Jindai Individual collections after Qing
KR4h 總集類 Zongji Collective anthologies
KR4i 詩文評類 Shi―wenping Critique on poetry and prose
KR4j 詞曲類 Ciqu Poetry and arias
Table 2 . 4 :　 Texts moved from the 釋家類 Shijia lei ‘Texts of the Buddhists’ 
of the SKQS to the 佛部 Fo bu of the Kanseki Repository
表２．４　『四庫全書』の釋家類から漢籍リポジトリの佛部へ移動されたテキスト
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Table 2 . 5 :　 Texts moved from the 道家類 Daojia lei ‘Texts of the Daoists’ of the 
Siku quanshu to the 道部 Dao bu of the Kanseki Repository
表２．５　『四庫全書』の道家類から漢籍リポジトリの道部へ移動されたテキスト 











































Table 2 . 6 :　The subdivisions of the Kanseki Repository 道部 Dao bu
表２．６　漢籍リポジトリ道部の類  　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
KR5 道部 Daobu
KR5a 洞真類 Dongzhen lei
KR5b 洞玄類 Dongxuan lei
KR5c 洞神類 Dongshen lei
KR5d 太玄類 Taixuan lei
KR5e 太平類 Taiping lei
KR5f 太清類 Taiqing lei
KR5g 正一類 Zhengyi lei
KR5h 續道藏類 Xudaozang lei
KR5i 清代道教文獻 Qingdai daojiao wenxian




Table 2 . 8 :　 Frequently seen witnesses and their abbreviations used in the Kanseki 
Repository
表２．８　漢籍リポジトリによく使われている版本とその記号 
WYG 【四庫全書・文淵閣】 Wenyuan edition of the SKQS
SBCK 【四部叢刊】 1919 edition of the SBCK
ZTDZ 【正統道藏・三家本】 Reprint of the Zhentong Daozang
YP―C 【原版道藏輯要】 First edition of the Daozang jiyao
CK―KZ 【重刊道藏輯要】 New edition of the DZJY （Kaozheng reprint）
CBETA 【電子佛典集成】 CBETA collection of Buddhist texts
TKD 【高麗藏・東國影印版】 Tripitaka Koreana, Dongguk University reprint
T 【大】 Taishū Shinshū Daizōkyō
X 【新纂大日本續藏經】 Manji Zokuzokyō
F 【房山石徑】 Fangshan Shijing
J 【嘉興】 Ming canon （Jiaxing edition）
K 【麗】 Tripitaka Koreana
DCS 【東禪寺】 Edition of the Dongchan Tempel in Fuzhou
L 【乾隆大藏經】 Qing Canon （Qianlong edition）
P 【永樂北藏】 Ming canon （Northern Yongle edition）
GOZAN 【日本五山版】 Gozan editions （Japan）
C 【中華大藏經】 Zhonghua canon
G 【佛教大藏經】 Fojiao canon
S 【宋藏遺珍】 Remains of the Song canon
Table 2 . 7 :　The subdivisions of the Kanseki Repository 佛部 Fo bu
表２．７　漢籍リポジトリ佛部の類　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
KR6 佛部 Fobu
KR6a 阿含類 Ahan lei
KR6b 本緣類 Benyuan lei
KR6c 般若類 Banruo lei
KR6d 法華類 Fahua lei
KR6e 華嚴類 Huayuan lei
KR6f 寶積類 Baoji lei
KR6g 涅槃類 Niepan lei
KR6h 大集類 Daji lei
KR6i 經集類 Jingji lei
KR6j 密教類 Mijiao lei
KR6k 律類 Lü lei
KR6m 中觀類 Zhongguan lei
KR6l 毘曇類 Bitan lei
KR6n 瑜伽類 Yuqie lei
KR6o 論集類 Lunji lei
KR6p 淨土宗類 Jingtu lei
KR6q 禪宗類 Chanzong lei
KR6r 史傳類 Shizhuan lei
KR6s 事彙類 Shihui lei
KR6t 續諸宗（日本） Xu zhuzong （Riben）
KR6u 敦煌文獻類 Dunhuang wenxian lei
KR6v 新編類 Xinbian lei





































The texts of the Kanseki Repository are maintained in 
the @kanripo user account on the Web site GitHub.
com. This is the raw material for all other uses of the 
texts and the texts there are freely available to every-
body. In this part, the software used to interact with 
this repository is discussed.
　The term Kanseki Repository used thus far is main-
ly intended as a designation for the texts made acces-
sible on GitHub. (for technically minded readers, this 
can be understood as a ‘back―end’ of some sort) ; non―
technical readers can imagine it as the stack room in 
a library where librarians will go to fetch the books 
ordered by the readers. Most users will encounter 
these texts not firstly as ‘librarians’, but as ‘readers’, 
therefore the perspective presented here will be most-
ly that of a reader. However, academics are not only 
readers, but also writers. Books are not only used in 
public libraries, but also purchased and kept in a per-
sonal library. So the dividing line is not as fixed as it 
might seem.
　Furthermore, readers do have different ways to 
work with the texts in the Kanseki Repository. Again 
using a metaphor from the way books are used, the 
texts can be either read in a ‘reading room’, or bor-
rowed from the library and taken back to a ‘study’. 
Depending on the purpose and context, a reader can 
also switch back between these uses ; in a way of 
speaking bringing his own books back to the reading 
room.
　In this chapter, ‘stack room’ corresponds to the re-
pository on GitHub, ‘reading room’ to the web applica-
tion at kanripo.org and ‘study’ to the Mandoku applica-
tion, which allows texts to be owned and worked on.











































Thus, the reading room is the web application that 
can be visited by pointing a browser to the web ad-
dress http ://www.kanripo.org. A home page similar to 
the one in Figure 3 . 1 will appear.
　From this page, there are three ways to access the 
texts that are stored in the stack room :
⑴　Browsing the catalog
⑵　Searching for titles
⑶　Searching within the texts
Browsing the catalog
Catalog might be a slightly fancy expression for what 
is essentially a list of texts1.
　The top page of the catalog (Figure 3 . 2) shows a ta-
ble of contents to the left and a content area (yellow 
background) to the right. Initially the top level head-
ings of the catalog (部 bu, KR1 to KR6) and the second 
level headings (類 lei, KR1a to KR6v) are visible, cur-
rently comprising 85 items in total. Users can now 
browse the content by clicking on these serial num-
bers and immediately access the corresponding sec-
tion of the catalog.
　Alternatively, the top level headings are also avail-
able on the left side, providing convenient and quick 
access to the sections at all times. The main classifica-
tion follows the structure of the Repository as outlined 
previously. Since most users, at least initially, will be 
more familiar with other collections, the main consti-
tuting collections of the Repository are also available 
in the lower left part. Clicking on a title will bring up 
a listing for this specific collection. The serial numbers 
are now those of the collection in question, effectively 
providing a view of a subset of the Repository contain-
ing only the texts that are part of the collection in 
view. These serial numbers are only for the orienta-
tion on the catalog page ; all other pages will only dis-
play the serial numbers as used in the Kanseki Repos-
itory beginning with “KR”.
　As an example, browsing the catalog of the 道藏輯
要 Daozang jiyao will bring up a screen similar to Fig-












































ure 3 . 3. This gives the titles of texts, followed by the 
text’s dynasty of origin and the principal author (or 
other representative person, depending on the type of 
text), as can be seen for example in the entry for 
JY0032 “太上洞玄靈寶無量度人上品經法―南宋―陳春榮”. 
The information here is given as a best estimate, 
mostly based on traditional cataloging. As work on the 
catalog proceeds, this will be updated with the latest 
information, and all the details, including the reasons 
for updates, will be available in the catalog. The differ-
ent parts, “太上洞玄靈寶無量度人上品經法”, “南宋”, and 
“陳春榮” are separated by a hyphen (“―”). If the dynas-
ty or name is not available for some reason, this will 
be skipped over and the hyphen character will stand 
by itself, as for example in the case of JY019, “太上中
道妙法蓮花經――”.
　Clicking on the text, in this case JY019, will bring 
up the landing page of the text, as shown in Figure 
3 . 4.
　This happens to be the text with the number 
KR5h0001, the first text of section KR5h 續道藏。This 
page gives an overview of the text, including available 
versions and a table of contents. If no detailed over-
view of the inner divisions of a text is available for 
longer texts, the 卷 juan are enumerated and listed 
here. In the Repository, a juan is the basic unit in 
which a text is stored and accessed. Any content be-
fore the first juan, such as prefaces, introductions, etc. 
is placed in the file with number ending in “0.” (For 
technical reasons, this file exists even if there is no 
such preliminary content.)
　To start reading the text, simply click on juan 1 in 
the list ; this will bring up a screen similar to Figure 
3 . 5. If no other version is specified, this will open the 
master version of the text. As previously explained, 
this is the most up―to―date and best curated version ; 
it does not necessarily represent one specific docu-
mentary edition of the text, but rather the text that 
has been edited by the editors of the Kanseki Reposi-
tory. Other versions can be accessed via the links at 
the top left of the page, on white background. There 
are five versions in this case, two versions of the Dao-
zang, two editions of the DZJY (all these editions are 










































turing punctuation created as part of the DZJY proj-
ect in Kyoto. (This latter edition is interpretative.) At 
the bottom left of the page is a table of contents, in 
this case simply giving numbers for each of the 10 卷 
juan of the text.
　The area with the yellow background features the 
text to be read. The line breaks follow the selected 
edition, as do the page numbers, which are given fol-
lowing the pattern 001―001a, meaning juan 1, page 1, 
recto. The exact pattern depends on the edition, but is 
always in the order of “unit within the text” (juan in 
this case), page number and a letter indicating a sub-
division of a page or something similar. Next to the 
page number is an icon, a small image of a woodblock 
printed page, which indicates that the digital text is 
accompanied by a scanned image of the corresponding 
physical page. Clicking on the page number will bring 
up a screen similar to Figure 3 . 7.
　The right side of the screen here shows the digital 
facsimile of the requested page, while the left side 
shows the text as before. The size of the facsimile can 
be adjusted using the buttons above the image, ＋ to 
enlarge the view and － to reduce it. The view can also 
be adjusted using the slider to the right of the － but-
ton. Clicking on  (reset) will return the view to its 
default size. On the right there is a drop―down menu 
showing the name of the currently displayed version, 
【正統道藏・涵芬樓版】 in this case. Clicking the name 
of the edition allows the user to select a different ver-
sion, if available (Figure 3 . 6). The buttons labeled “＜” 
and “＞” to the left and right of the drop―down menu 
can be used to display the previous and next facsimile 
page, respectively. Clicking on X will hide the digital 




There are two types of search in Kanripo“ ―title 
searches and content searches. A title search searches 
the full strings of characters used to reference a text, 
including the dynasty and author. The result of a title 










































search is one or more titles from the catalog. The text 
or texts can then be accessed as described above for 
browsing the catalog.
Search within texts
The search field on the right is used to enter a search 
term for a full―text search. At the moment only simple 
searches are supported, but more sophisticated meth-
ods will become available. An example of a full―text 
search result is shown in Figure 3 . 8.
　The top part with the red background gives a sum-
mary of the results, specifically the total number of 
matches and the matches shown on the current page
― “1 to 20” in this case. The main part of the screen, 
with yellow background, shows the details of these 
first 20 results, using a so―called “keyword in context” 
(KWIC) format. The text number, title (sometimes 
truncated), and location within the text are displayed 
for each match. This location functions as a hyperlink, 
such that clicking it will open the text at the indicated 
location with the search term highlighted. The third 
item is an excerpt of the text at the location of the 
match, including a fixed number of characters before 
the search string (three in this example) and a number 
of characters after the match. The total length of this 
line is fixed ; in this case there are 10 characters in-
cluding the search term. The line displayed here very 
closely resembles the index that is used internally to 
locate the matches. This is useful to know, because it 
means that searches for strings of more than 10 char-
acters will return no results. In practice, it is recom-
mended that search terms be 2 to 5 or 6 characters in 
length. Searches for a single character will be rejected 
by the system, because they tend to overload the 
server.
　The search function has been specifically designed 
for the Kanseki Repository. While building the index 
that is internally used for executing the search, all edi-
tions of a text are taken into account. Those index en-
tries that are not from the master branch are marked 
in the index display with 異本 yiben ‘Different version’. 
In addition to that, the portions of a text that are 
printed as notes in smaller characters are considered 







































quence of the main text. Matches that are drawn from 
the text in notes are marked as 夾註 jiazhu, ‘intralin-
ear notes’ in the index display.
　Search is central to research, because it is used to 
locate new material, but it also serves as a tool for 
analysis to better understand the cultural tradition as 
represented by the collection. There are two main 
ways that searches can be refined to present the ma-
terial in a desirable way : ⑴ changing the sort order, i. 
e., the specific way that results are presented to the 
user ; and ⑵ applying filters to display only the subset 
of matches that is of interest for the purpose at hand.
Changes to the sort order
The top left of the results page with the white back-
ground has links that allow the sort order to be 
changed to any of the following :
・“By text number” : This sorts the search results 
by the text number. Since the numbering follows 
the traditional classification, this effectively places 
together texts that have been considered to be 
closely related.
・“By date” : The date here is to be understood as 
the date of creation of the major part of the text. 
Dating texts is a very complex undertaking and 
in many cases there are conflicting views. The so-
lution used here is to arrange all texts into a list. 
The order of the texts in this list will be used to 
determine the sorting3.
・“By search term” ; This is the sort order that is 
displayed by default if no other search order is 
specified. It simply arranges the results according 
to the characters following the highlighted search 
term. This should ideally be the lexical order us-
ing the radical/stroke count―based ordering of the 
康熙字典 Kangxi zidian. However, for technical 
reasons this is only approximately achieved, since 
the underlying character codes on which the sort-
ing is based have been defined in several blocks, 
not continuously. In addition, some variant charac-
ters that are represented by images because they 































are not available in the character code set will 
sort before the other characters in that position.
・“By preceding characters”. In this case the order 
(subject to the same limitations as in the previous 
case) is based on the characters immediately pre-
ceding the search term, taking the characters into 
account in reverse order of reading, starting from 
the search term.
　The other links further down the left side of the 
screen, grouped into several sections, all serve as fil-
ters to drill down to specific parts of the result set :
・朝代 Chaodai (‘Dynasty’) breaks down the results 
by dynasty and lists the most frequent matches. 
The numbers in parentheses are the number of 
hits for the specific dynasty.
・部 Bu (‘Section’) breaks down the results according 
to the six fold classification, thus providing a quick 
overview of where the most matches are found.
・ 部／類 Bu lei (‘Subsection’) breaks down the re-
sults by subsection. The six most frequent match-
es are displayed. The top―level section names are 
included for reference to enable easier orientation.
・文獻 Wenxian (‘Text’) gives the top six texts, i. e., 
the texts with the most matches, along with the 
number of matches.
List of texts with matches
In addition to this KWIC display, the search results 
can also be viewed in a completely different way ―
according to text. This view can be activated by click-
ing “Show results by text” at the right of the area 
with red background. The results are then displayed 
in order from the texts with the highest number of 















































Preparation for more advanced use
What has been explained so far is the kind of interac-
tion with the material that is possible for any visitor 
to the kanripo.org website without any preparation.
　For more advanced usages, many web sites offer 
the possibility to sign up for an account that allows 
personal settings and data to be preserved between 
sessions. The kanripo.org web site does not maintain 
accounts by itself, but instead asks users to log in us-
ing an account with the website github.com. No per-
sonal information whatsoever is permanently stored at 
kanripo.org, although some transient data is cached 
while the site is used. Using GitHub for this purpose 
has two main advantages : ⑴ It allows users to trans-
parently take ownership and control of their data in-
dependently of the web site ; and ⑵ Since the reposi-
tory itself is hosted on GitHub, using a GitHub account 
for this purpose is the most logical way to enable set-
tings and data to be shared with other sites where 
relevant. (Note that multiple web sites and services 
can provide access to the Kanseki Repository.)
　GitHub is a commercial company based in the U. S. 
There is a Japanese branch as well, but so far the web 
site is available in English only. Accounts are free of 
charge if the data placed into the accounts is available 
for public access without limitations. It is also possible 
to have private repositories, but these require an ac-
count with a subscription fee.
　Creating an account is quite straightforward ; simply 
visit https ://github.com and follow the instructions. 
For use with the Kanseki Repository a free account 
will do.
　Once an account is ready, it can be accessed from 
kanripo.org using the “Login” link on the red back-
ground at the top right of every page of the web site. 
If you are already logged in to GitHub when you click 
this link on Kanripo for the first time, GitHub will re-
quire you to authorize access from Kanripo. This is 
necessary, because Kanripo will interact on your be-
half with GitHub. This authentication is carried out us-
ing the OAuth2 protocol, which is currently thought 











































to be the most secure and safe way of enabling inter-
action between web sites. As you also can see on this 
page, the permission you have to give to Kanripo is 
very specific ― allowing access only to public and pri-
vate repositories (Figure 3 . 9). No other information as-
sociated with your account will be accessible to Kanri-
po. It is also important to know that, if necessary, this 
authorization can be revoked at any time from your 
GitHub account. After you click on the green “Autho-
rize application” button on the GitHub page, you will 
be returned to the kanripo.org website. At the same 
time, Kanripo will receive a token from GitHub for au-
thenticating further interactions between the two 
websites.
　One of the first things Kanripo will do with this to-
ken is to create a new repository under your GitHub 
account with the name KR―Workspace. Kanripo will 
use this repository to store the data you create while 
working on Kanripo (see Figure 3 . 10). Having this 
data under your own GitHub account will allow you to 
access the data, either directly yourself or via a soft-
ware application, provided there is appropriate au-
thentication.
　Once you are logged in, the “Login” button changes 
to display your GitHub user name. Clicking this button 
now takes you to a profile page that summarizes your 
account information. (Although it appears on kanripo.
org, as shown here, the data actually resides in your 
workspace on GitHub).
Advanced uses of the Kanseki Re-
pository
Interaction with GitHub enables information about us-
ers and their work to be saved across visits and it 
also allows customization of some settings. Further-
more, texts of special interest can be copied to a user’
s account (“to fork a repository” in the language of 
GitHub) and edited there. Kanripo.org is smart enough 
to use a text from the user in preference to the text 
in the common @kanripo account if available. A user 
can, for example, also correct misprints and report 












































this method. How this is done is explained further be-
low.
　Web browsers have the advantage of being readily 
available without the need to install additional soft-
ware and they are familiar to everyone, but they also 
have limitations. It becomes tedious to edit or even 
read a text in the browser for long periods of time. 
For this purpose, a specialized piece of software called 
Mandoku has been developed, which will also be intro-
duced below.
Kanripo.org
Here we introduce some of the features of the Kanri-
po. org web site that become available to users who 
are logged in. The first allows users to easily collect a 
list of texts of special interest ; the second shows how 
to customize the “sort by date” function mentioned 
above.
Lists of texts
In many cases, the focus of a specific research ques-
tion lies in a number of specific texts that require 
highly refined or specialized searching. When perform-
ing searches that generate lists of texts, the result 
screen will display an additional line at the top, as 
shown in Figure 3 . 11.
　As can be seen, the current search term is already 
suggested as a filename for the list of texts that result 
from this search, but of course it can be changed to 
any other name. All texts in the list have a checkbox 
which is unselected by default, but clicking the line 
“Toggle selection” at the left will select all the texts. 
The “Save text list” button saves the list of selected 
texts to the KR―Workspace on GitHub. (In GitHub ter-
minology, the list is “added” and “committed”). To use 
the list as a filter for searches on Kanripo.org, howev-
er, the list has to be loaded. This can be done by se-
lecting “Immediately load the text list”. If the list is 
not immediately loaded, or on a subsequent visit to 
the site, the text list can also be loaded from your pro-
file, as seen in Figure 3 . 10. Here, we see a number of 
available text lists, one of which is even loaded. Figure 
3 . 12 shows the results of a filtered search.













































Changing the list for “ordering by date”
As already explained, the “order by date” feature ef-
fectively sorts texts according to a list of texts ar-
ranged in a specific, predetermined order. This list 
can be inspected by selecting “Order by date” on the 
profile page. This will open the file for editing on the 
GitHub site, where the sorting order can be changed 
as necessary. Don’t forget to save the changes by 
clicking on the green “Commit changes” button at the 
very bottom of this page. From now on, the search re-
sults of this user will be sorted in this order, according 
to the changed file.
Forking a text
As mentioned above, it is possible to “check out” texts 
of interest from the Kanseki Repository and copy 
them to a private “library.” This action is known as 
“forking” the text, in the sense of a fork in a roadway 
from which roads lead in two separate directions. By 
“forking” a text, a user can edit the text independently 
of the text as it still exists in the Kanseki Repository. 
This is conceptually different from creating a branch, 
which adds a new version to a text. Forking makes a 
complete copy of all branches ; it takes a snapshot of 
the state of all branches and records them together 
with the location of their origin. It is important to note 
that forking is a specific action of the GitHub system. 
After forking the new text will be available for editing 
in the user’s account on GitHub. Texts displayed in 
the kanripo.org website have a link labeled “GitHub”. 
This link leads directly to the corresponding page on 
GitHub where the text can be forked. If the text has 
been forked already, the link will put the page in edit-
ing mode instead. Thus, this link can be used when a 
user wishes to make a correction of the text, for ex-
ample.
　There is also a different way to copy a text, re-
ferred to as “cloning.” In this case, the text is copied to 
the local machine from which cloning is initiated. Both 








































“fork” of a text in the user account can be cloned. In 
the latter case, users can also “push” updates made lo-
cally back to the version of the text in their online ac-
counts. Note that a text in the @kanripo account can 
not be updated directly from a user account, since 
pushing is not allowed. Users wishing to push changes 
to the Kanseki Repository will have to fork the text 
and then make use of a different mechanism, called a 
“pull request”, which will be explained later. A neces-
sary condition for a pull request is the existence of a 
fork, so users who want to make a pull request will 
need to fork the text first.
Mandoku
For intensive work with texts, such as close reading 
or translation, we recommend the use of Mandoku. 
This application allows users to download texts of in-
terest and also edit them offline (while not connected 
to the Internet).
　Mandoku is based on Emacs, a very sophisticated 
text editor that has been in active development for 
over 30 years. Some of the concepts and the terminol-
ogy to describe them predates current software and 
might seem unfamiliar. It will take some time to get 
used to it, but that time is well invested.
　Here we describe how to install Mandoku on Win-
dows, Mac OS X and Linux and then give an over-
view of some of the program’s functions.
　Requirements :
・On all platforms, git and python are required for the 
installation process and software updates, and to 
run the program Emacs is also needed, of course.
・A working network connection.
・About 400 MB of free space on the harddisk used 
for installation4.








































There are three ways to install Mandoku on comput-
ers running the MS Windows operating system :
⑴　Using a “bundle” that contains all necessary 
files and programs.
⑵　Installing all components separately and adding 
the Mandoku package for Emacs manually.
⑶　Installing the gnupack distribution and then 
proceeding with the relevant instructions for 
Linux6.
　For users as yet unfamiliar with Emacs, the first 
method is recommended. Users who already have a 
relatively recent version of Emacs (24 . 4 or newer is 
recommended) are best served by the second method. 
Method ⑶ provides an environment that is well suited 
to working with Japanese and Chinese, but the ex-
change of files with other Windows programs requires 
some rather advanced technical knowledge, so it is not 
recommended for users who are not already familiar 
with this kind of distribution. Here below, I will mainly 
discuss the first method.
　A distribution “bundle” with all necessary files to 
start using Mandoku is available from the Mandoku 
website.
Installing the installation bundle for Windows
The bundle for Windows has been tested on Windows 
8 and 10. The bundle may also work on earlier ver-
sions of Windows, but it has not been tested on them. 
The Emacs application included in the Mandoku bun-
dle below is version 24 . 5 from ［21］. This version is 
known to work with input methods for Chinese and 
Japanese.
１．The Mandoku bundle includes a version of the 
















































２．Download the Mandoku installation bundle man-
doku 2016―03. zip (250 MB).
３．Double―click the archive file then move the re-
sulting krp folder to a root directory of your 
computer, e. g., C : or D :, as shown in Figure 
3 . 13. The folder can also be moved to a USB 
memory stick or external hard disk. Do not 
copy it to your user folder because it may not 
work correctly there.
４．Inside the folder krp, navigate to the bin folder 
then click on the file “start―mandoku”, which is 
a batch file that configures the operating envi-
ronment and launches Emacs. This file can also 
be accessed via a shortcut placed on the Desk-
top, so you can easily find it again next time. To 
create such a shortcut, right―click on the file 
“start―mandoku” and select “Send―to”, then 
“Desktop (create shortcut)”. You will then be 
able to use that shortcut to start Emacs (and 
Mandoku) next time. Alternatively, you can also 
pin the shortcut to the taskbar for convenient 
access.
Installing Mandoku on a Macintosh computer
There is no need for an installation bundle for comput-
ers running Mac OS X 10 .9 or newer, since every-
thing except Emacs is already available in the stan-
dard installation of the operating system. To install 
Mandoku, use version 24 . 4 or later of Emacs. (The 
version containing the patch by Yamamoto Mitsuharu 
山本光晴 of Chiba University, available at ［15］, is rec-
ommended, because it supports the whole range of 
Unicode.) Simply download a zip archive from this 
link, click on the downloaded file to unpack it, then 
drag the file Emacs to your Applications folder.
　Once you have Emacs installed, you need to install 
and activate the Mandoku package. You can do this in 
different ways ; two of these are outlined here. Use 
whichever method seems easier to you.

































Activating Mandoku : Method 1
　One simple way of activating Mandoku is to 
download the file activate―mandoku. el ［1］, open it 
in Emacs and then execute it by opening the menu 
item “Emacs Lisp” and clicking on “Evaluate Buffer.” 
Emacs will now start to install mandoku and all oth-
er packages that are required by it.
Activating Mandoku : Method 2
　Open Emacs and find the “＊scratch＊” buffer. This 
buffer might not be listed on the Buffer menu, but 
you can always find it in the Buffer list, which is 
available on the Buffer menu under “List all buf-
fers”. Once in the ＊scratch＊ buffer, copy the follow-
ing code and paste it there :
（progn （require ‘package）
　（add―to―list ‘package―archives




　Next, move the cursor to the very end of the buf-
fer, after the last closing parenthesis, “)”, and final-
ly press “Control―x” followed by “Control―e.” This 
should get things going : Emacs will install Man-
doku and other packages that are required.
Installing Mandoku on a Linux computer
To use Mandoku, you will need to install Emacs ver-
sion 24 . 4 or later. How this is done depends on your 
system. Usually there will be a package manager that 
can be used for this task7.
　Once Emacs is installed in a sufficiently recent ver-
sion, simply proceed with adding the Mandoku pack-
age as detailed above for Macintosh―based computers 












































Starting Mandoku for the first time on Macintosh 
or Linux
With the bundle for Windows, Emacs is set up to au-
tomatically start Mandoku when the program starts. 
On other systems, however, Mandoku has to be 
launched by the user. To start using Mandoku for the 
first time, you will have to manually ask it to show the 
catalog. This is done by typing “M―x.” (On Mac OS X, 
“M” here usually means the “Command” key, but in 
some configurations it could also be the key labelled 
“Option” or “alt”. Just try to press each of these keys 
at the same time as “x” until you see “M―x” appear at 
the bottom of the Emacs application window). Once 
you release the keys, you will see a prompt at the bot-
tom of the Emacs window ; this is called the minibuf-
fer. At the prompt, now type “mandoku―show―cata-
log”, followed by the Enter key. This will initialize the 
mandoku package. This process will also ensure that 
the catalog will load right away the next time, so that 
you will not need to go through this process again.
　Mandoku will now ask you where you want to place 
the files related to use of the Kanseki Repository. This 
will mostly be texts, but also other data files, data you 
produce while working with texts, etc. The program 
will suggest “～/krp” as the default location, i. e., the 
folder “krp” in your home directory. You can either 
accept this by pressing Enter, or specify a different 
path. From this point onwards the process is the same 
for all systems, as described in the next section.
Connecting to GitHub and installing the workspace
For some time Emacs will go on downloading and in-
stalling more packages that are needed for operation. 
Some messages that report on the progress of these 
activities will appear on the screen. Eventually, when 
download and installation is complete, Emacs will con-
nect to GitHub and download your workspace from 
there (if it exists).
　Emacs will now ask you for your GitHub account 
name and password. This will be used to ask the 
GitHub site to create an authentication “token” for 


































　ユーザーは通常，KR―Workspace や text, work の中
you. This token is stored and used for subsequent ac-
cess from the particular computer you are using. Note 
that you will need to enter the password only once 
and it will not be stored ; only the token will be stored. 
The startup process might take a while, but this is 
only necessary for the first time. If you do not want to 
log in to GitHub now, you can skip this step and start 
using Mandoku right away. Using your GitHub cre-
dentials will be necessary later when you want to 
download texts from the Kanseki Repository for local 
use.
Layout of the krp folder on the computer
Mandoku will store all of the files that are created, ed-
ited or downloaded during its operation in a folder hi-
erarchy that usually has the name krp. On Windows, 
this is generally placed in the root directory, while on 
other systems it is usually in the user’s home directo-
ry. In this section, the layout and meaning of this fold-
er will be described.
Table 3 . 1 :　The folders in krp
表３．１　krpの中のフォルダー
name edit description 備考
KR―Gaiji part List of non―system characters 外字表と画像
KR―Workspace yes Workspace shared with website ワークスペース，ウエブサイトと共用
images no Facsimile images デジタル・ファクシミリ
index no Index for local files ローカル・テキストのインデックス
meta part Catalog files 目録
system no Some files used by mandoku マンドクのシステムファイル
temp yes Temporary files, can be deleted occasionally 臨時的な物，削除可能
text yes Texts downloaded for local use KRからコピーされたテキスト
work yes Additional files not from KR ユーザーのファイル
bin no Windows only : Emacs, git, python and other programs ウィンドウズのみ：Emacs, gitなど
　Table 3 . 1 shows a typical list of the folders present 
in the krp folder, together with a short description. 
Their status (whether and to what extent they are ed-
itable) is indicated in the second column, “edit”. Some 
of the folders are used only by the system, so users 
should not edit their contents directly, to prevent 
problems arising from accidently deleting or corrupt-
ing a file. Thus, edit is set to “no”. Other folders con-
tain both files used by the system as well as files that 
a user can edit if necessary. The meta and KR―Gaiji 
folders are examples of this.
　Users will usually edit some or all of the files in the 













































space is a copy of the folder of the same name on 
GitHub and usually these two folders will be kept syn-
chronized8. text is where the text files downloaded 
from the Kanseki Repository are stored. The texts 
contained in this folder can be edited by users as 
needed. work, on the other hand, is a folder in which 
users can place their own files, to make them available 
to the system. This is an advanced usage that is de-
scribed in the online documentation.
Using Mandoku
Mandoku is a package that extends the functionality 
of the editor Emacs. This means that all of the core 
functions of Emacs, as well as any other extension us-
ers have installed are all available while using Mando-
ku. Altogether, this puts a very powerful system at 
your service. Using Mandoku might seem daunting at 
first and it will take time to get used to the way 
things are done in Emacs, but it is definitely worth 
the effort and time. This is not the place for a general 
introduction to Emacs, however, so here below discus-
sion will be limited to introducing some of the main 
functions available in Mandoku.
Browsing
As on the web site, Mandoku allows the user to 
browse the contents of the Repository. This can be 
done easily from the catalog9 by clicking on the link 
“Kanseki Repository 漢籍リポジトリ” or by positioning 
the cursor on any of the underlined, blue characters 
making up this phrase and then pressing the “Enter” 
key. This will display the familiar list of six main divi-
sions in the catalog and by activating any of the links 
the desired subsection of the catalog can be viewed. A 
list of texts will be displayed, from which texts can be 
accessed for reading, as shown in Figure 3 . 14.
　It is important to note here that the text has been 
downloaded from the server to a temporary location 
to allow browsing of the text. If the text is going to be 
read, it should be downloaded and made available in 
the private local library of the user. This is the mean-
ing of the second line of the text shown in Figure 
3 . 14. “# Don’t edit this file. If you want to edit, press 















































Control―c d to download it first.”
　To download the file, do as follows. Press the “Con-
trol” and “c” keys together, release both and then 
press “d”. This will initiate the download process. At 
this point, your GitHub credentials (username and 
password) are needed. If you have entered them pre-
viously you should not need to enter anything here, 
because a token to authenticate access to your GitHub 
account will already have been generated.
　Once the download is completed, Mandoku will 
prompt you with the question “Fork repository and 
add remote ?” As explained above, “fork” is a GitHub 
term for a copy (“clone”) of a text in the GitHub user 
account. If you answer “yes” to this question, a fork 
will be created and a reference to this forked text will 
be added to the text that was cloned. Such a reference 
is called a “remote”. Answering “yes”, results in the 
situation illustrated in Figure 3 . 15. Altogether there 
are now three distinct instances of the text. The first 
is owned by the user @kanripo and a second by the 
current user (@cwittern in this case). Both of these 
copies are located on GitHub, i. e., in the “cloud”. The 
third copy is on the computer of the current user, 
cwittern. The location from which a text has been 
cloned is usually recorded as a remote reference 
named “Origin”. Answering “yes” to the above ques-
tion generated a fork, resulting in another remote, this 
time under the name “cwittern”. That is, the name of 
the GitHub user serves as the name of the remote in 
this case. If the answer to the question had been “no”, 
no fork would have been created, and no additional re-
mote added. Thus the text in @cwittern’s user ac-
count on GitHub would not exist and there would be 
just two copies of the text.
　The situation can also be confirmed from within 
Mandoku. The Emacs package Magit, which is in-
stalled together with Mandoku, is used to interact 
with git. It is configured to be activated by pressing 
“Control―x” followed by g”. (This displays an overview 
screen.) Pressing “y” now displays the branch manag-
er10. If Magit is called while viewing newly downloaded 
text, the display appears similar to Figure 3 . 16. As 









































displayed. The cursor keys can be used to move to 
any of the branches to view it. This retrieves and dis-
plays the text of this branch.
Searching for titles
A special function key, “F7” has been set up for 
searching titles. After pressing this key, a prompt will 
be displayed at the bottom of the screen : “Mandoku | 
Search for title containing : “. Simply enter some char-
acters and press Enter. A search will be conducted of 
all titles containing the entered characters. The list of 
titles displayed is the same as on the web site and the 
names of dynasties and authors are similarly included.
　From the list of titles displayed in the search re-
sults, the desired one can be selected by moving the 
cursor to the line and pressing Enter. Alternatively, 
the mouse can be used to click on a title.
Searching within the texts
Pressing “F6” will initiate a full―text search for a speci-
fied character string. This command is intended to be 
used when reading a text and trying to find other oc-
currences of a term in the text that is displayed. This 
command will take the six characters starting from 
the cursor position and display them after the prompt 
“Search for : ”. This search string can than be edited 
as needed. The search can then be initiated by press-
ing enter.
　The resulting display, in this example for the term 
太平經，is similar to the one on the web site as shown 
in Figure 3 . 17. In this case there are 406 matches. 
The location is a link that can be followed to display 
the text. Emacs will show up to 2000 hits in the de-
fault setting.
A very short crash curse on git : commit, push 
and pull
The git software is used to keep track of branches 
and versions of the texts on your computer. It also 
works behind the scenes on GitHub. It is important to 
follow some simple rules when using it.











































Once a file has been edited and saved to the comput-
er, git needs to be told about this change. This action 
is called “to commit this file”. As a result of this action, 
the current state will be saved to git’s internal data-
base (the git term for this is “stage”) to be retrieved 
later. It is now possible to change to another branch 
as explained above. In Magit (activated by pressing 
“Control―x” then g” from any text downloaded from 
the repository), the commit action is initiated by press-
ing “c”. A pop―up window with instructions on how to 
proceed will then be displayed.
・Push
After a change has been committed, the changed file 
is still only available on the local computer in its cur-
rent state. Any connected folder (a “remote” as git 
calls it) will need to be informed about the changes, so 
that they are available there as well. This action is re-
ferred to as a “push” to the remote. In Magit this is 
done by pressing “p” and then following the instruc-
tions. You will need to select the remote and the 
branch, but usually the defaults will be fine. As a re-
sult, the change will appear on the remote repository 
as well, for example on the connected folder in the 
GitHub user account.
・Pull
　Pull is the inverse of push. it will check the connect-
ed remote folder to see if there are any changes that 
need to be incorporated into the branch that is cur-
rently on display. In Magit, this is initiated using the 
“F” key.
Too complicated ? Automate all of this
If this sounds a bit complicated and daunting, you can 
relax. Mandoku has a setting that can automate all 
this for you. You can enable or disable this setting on 
the Mandoku menu. It works by periodically commit-
ting all relevant files, pushing them to the remote if 
necessary, and pulling changes from the remote. If no 
Internet connection is available, this will be done later 


































７　これは cygwin とその他 Emacs も含めた補助的なソフト
ウェアをインストールする。そうすることで本質的には
Linux や Mac OS X に似たオペレーティング環境を提供
する。gnupackは［9］で提供されている。必ず「develop-
ment」版を使うこと。













also automatically get all your texts from your GitHub 
user account if they are not already downloaded. 
While this will work most of the time, there could be 
situations when something goes wrong. In this event, 
it is good to know at least a little about what is going 
on and what could have gone wrong. If in doubt, you 
can go to the mailing list for Mandoku users11 and ask 
a question there.
Notes
１　In fact, there is also a proper catalog with detailed infor-
mation about each text. It is currently available only in 
the “stack room” at ［13］, but in the future it will become 
more integrated into the “reading room.”
２　Where available, the serial numbers of the project in 
question have been used. If no such number is available, 
such as in the case of the DZJY, other widely used num-
bers have been added ; in this case the serial number 
used by the Daozang Jiyao Project.
３　Due to the importance of this for some research ques-
tions, it has been made possible to adapt this list for spe-
cific needs. This is one of the more advanced usages 
which is explained later.
４　In some cases, a portable version can also be used on re-
movable media, such as USB memory drives.
５　These installation instructions are also available online 
at ［10］. Since the instructions there will be more up―to―
date, with links to required items, it is advisable to visit 
that page when installing the program.
６　This installs cygwin and additional supporting software, 
including Emacs, in a way that essentially provides an 
operating environment similar to Linux and Mac OS X. 
gnupack is available from ［9］. Be sure to use the “devel-
opment” version.
７　Many systems based on Debian, such as all Ubuntu sys-
tems and all Linux Mint versions come with fairly old 
versions of Emacs by default. If you are using such a 
system, it is advisable to build Emacs from the released 
tarball or the git repository. You can prepare for this by 
first installing the package build―essential and then issu-
ing the command “sudo apt―get build―dep emacs24”. 
The whole process is described here, for example at ［5］. 
This method is also valid for later versions of Ubuntu.
８　For an explanation of how this is done, please see below 
“Commit, push and pull”.
９　If the catalog is not visible, there are several ways to 
display it. First look in the “Buffers” menu for an entry 
called “mandoku―catalog. txt”. Or, if the “Mandoku” item 
is visible in the menu, use “Browse―＞ Show catalog”. 
Otherwise, the easiest way is as described above under 
















“Starting Mondoku for the first time”, i. e., using M―x 
mandoku―show―catalog.
10　A help screen for Magit with the most important com-
mands can be called by pressing the key “?”, Control―h i 
displays Emacs manuals, which includes one for Magit.
11　The mailing list is open to all users and all kinds of 
questions related to the use of Mandoku or Kanripo can 




Figure 3 . 4 :　Landing page for KR5h0001 太上中道妙法蓮花經 
図３．４　KR5h0001 『太上中道妙法蓮花經』のランディングページ
Figure 3 . 5 :　 Beginning of the first juan of the text KR5h0001 太
上中道妙法蓮華經
図３．５　 テキスト KR5h0001 『太上中道妙法蓮華經』の第一 juan 
の冒頭
Figure 3 . 6 :　 Display of the text with facsimile of the first page of 
the 涵芬樓 Hanfen lou edition of KR5h0001
図３．６　 KR5h0001の涵芬樓版１ページ目のファクシミリを付した
テキストの表示
Figure 3 . 3 :　Beginning of the listing for the 道藏輯要 Daozang jiyao 
図３．３　『道藏輯要』のリストの冒頭 
Figure 3 . 2 :　The first page of the catalog
図３．２　目録の最初のページ 
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Figure 3 . 11 :　Saving a text list now becomes possible
図３．11　テキストリストの保存が可能になった 
Figure 3 . 10 :　The workspace of user krptest
図３．10　krptestユーザーのワークスペース　
Figure 3 . 9 :　Request for authorization from GitHub
図３．９　GitHubからの認証リクエスト 
Figure 3 . 8 :　Full―text search for 七經，first page
図３．８　「七經」の全文検索，１ページ目 
Figure 3 . 7 :　 Display of the text with facsimile of the original 






Figure 3 . 12 :　Searched for 全唐，but showing only texts that are in the list called 元始。
図３．12　全唐を検索し，その内の「元始」というリストにあるテキストのみを表示 
Figure 3 . 14 :　A text opened for browsing in a temporary location
図３．14　一時的な場所でブラウズするために開けられたテキスト 
Figure 3 . 13 :　Dragging the folder krp to the root of drive C :
図３．13　krpフォルダーを C : ドライブへ移動する 
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Figure 3 . 16 :　 Text （upper half） and references in Magit 




Figure 3 . 15 :　 Situation after cloning, forking and 
adding remote of text KR5h0001
図３．15　 テキスト KR5h0001のクローン，フォーク，
リモート追加後の状況
































In this section four examples of how to make use of 
the data in the Kanseki Repository will be presented :




　These processes are increasingly complex, but each 
of these sections stands alone and can be read and un-
derstood separately.
I　 Correcting and reporting prob-
lems in the data
The editors of the Kanseki Repository rely on contri-
butions from the user community to improve the ac-
curacy of the texts. For reasons of efficiency and 
transparency we recommend that the reporting mech-
anism built into GitHub and git is used for this pur-
pose. Here we present an example of how this can be 
done. The procedure is still somewhat tedious and 
overly complicated, since it follows the general protocol 
for reporting problems in the source code of the soft-
ware. Hopefully, the procedure can be streamlined to 
reduce the steps needed by the user, but the more im-
portant steps will still be necessary. Here is an outline :
⑴　Spot an error or problem in the text. Make sure 
that the transcribed version and the digital facsimile 
where the problem has been noted represent the 
same edition of the text1.
⑵　Fork the text in question to your user account.
⑶　Open the text for editing in GitHub to make the 












































⑷　Commit the changes. These should now become 
visible if you look at the page while signed into your 
account on kanripo.org.
⑸　If everything looks fine you can now report the 
problem to @kanripo by creating a pull request.
⑹　The editors will respond to your request and if 
there is no problem merge it into the branch on @
kanripo.
⑺　The corrected text will now be available to all us-
ers.
　The following example illustrates these steps in 
more detail.
⑴　The problem
In this case, while looking at a text discussing the 太
極圖 Taiji diagram in Figure 4 . 1, we notice a prob-
lem : The characters for the five elements 五行 wu 
xing have not been entered, as seen by the fact that 
the text contains circled characters.
⑵　Forking the text
In Figure 4 . 1, the user krptest is currently logged in 
to kanripo.org. Clicking on the link labeled GitHub 
takes the user to the corresponding page on the 
GitHub account of @kanripo, as seen in Figure 4 . 2.
　Clicking on the fork button will initiate the forking 
process and after a short time the text should appear 
in the user’s account, as shown in Figure 4 . 3. When 
the user now views this text on the kanripo.org web-
site, the copy in @krptest’s account will be used in 
preference to the one in @kanripo’s account2.
⑶　Open the text on GitHub for editing
With the forked version of the text ready, a click on 
the GitHub link in Figure 4 . 1 will now open the text 
directly in @krptest’s account for editing. This is al-
ways the fastest and safest method to open the file for 
editing, since it will also be automatically located on 
the correct branch, WYG in this case.
　Figure 4 . 4 shows the text in editing mode on 










































highlighted. Since the page on kanripo.org that 
showed the transcribed text and the digital facsimile 
side by side is no longer visible, it is a good idea to 
open the GitHub link in a new browser window. This 
will make it possible to view both at the same time, as 
shown in Figure 4 . 5. This figure also shows the char-
acter viewer used to input the desired characters. 
This will of course not always be necessary or even 
available, since it is a feature of the underlying operat-
ing system.
⑷　Commit the changes
Figure 4 . 6 shows the situation where the characters 
have been added and the work is ready to be commit-
ted. It is good practice to include a commit message 
that explains what has been done. Figure 4 . 6 below 
shows the page reloaded for the user @krptest. The 
five elements are now readable.
⑸　Make a pull request
If everything looks good, a pull request can be made. 
This is done from @krptest’s GitHub page for the text. 
A pull request can be initiated by pressing the green 
“Create pull request” button shown in Figure 4 . 2. 
Care is needed to ensure that the correct branch is 
designated, as shown in Figure 4 . 8. Here, the “base 
fork” (the object of the pull request) is set to branch 
“WYG” of “kanripo/KR3a0023”, and the “head fork” 
(the origin of the pull request) has been set to the 
same branch of “krptest/KR3a0023. If the branches 
are not set correctly, the pull request will be of no 
use. To make it easy to confirm that everything is 
correct, a comparison of the two versions is shown at 
the bottom of the screen. A system message “Able to 
merge” indicates that the branches can be automati-
cally merged. This is a necessary condition for a suc-
cessful pull request. Since everything is fine, @krptest 
now just needs to click on the green button “Create 
pull request” to actually issue the request. As the text 
next to the button suggests, this will initiate a discus-
sion about the changes with the editors and possibly 
other users.









































(6＋7)　response from the editors and merge
Figure 4 . 9 shows how the pull request will look to us-
ers that have editing permission on @kanripo. Any 
discussion concerning this change will take place here, 
until the editors finally decide to press the button 
“Merge pull request”. From this point on, the change 
will be available to all users of @kanripo. However, us-
ers who forked or cloned their version before this 
change will have to update their copies to take advan-
tage of the change3.
Conclusion
The steps described here show how changes can be 
made to the text in the Kanseki Repository. The re-
cord of who initiated this change, when and why will 
continue to be available and can be verified by all us-
ers.
　At the moment, the series of steps to initiate the 
change is still somewhat cumbersome. Future updates 
to the website will likely make this process easier, but 
the general sequence of forking, editing, committing, 
requesting a pull, discussing the change with the edi-
tors and the final merging by the editors will not 
change.
　If this all sounds too complicated, or if the problem 
in the text not so easily resolved, it is always possible 
to open an “issue” on the text. This is done by visiting 
the text in the @kanripo account on GitHub. When 
you view a particular text, the “GitHub” link on that 
page will lead to this location. (If you have already 
forked the text, however, it will lead to your own 
copy, but from there it is easy to go to the “origin” via 
the link on the page of the forked text.) A small but-
ton with a circled “?” and the word “Issues” will bring 
you to the “Issues” page. Here, a new issue can be 
opened by clicking the green “New Issue” button. Give 
it a short title and describe the problem as clearly as 











































A frequent task that requires close reading is the 
preparation of a translation of a text. This section out-
lines the process for preparing a branch for translation 
and reformatting the text, and describes ways to facili-
tate this work.
　The procedure can be broken down into several 
steps.
・creating a new branch to contain the translation.
・reformatting the text, adding punctuation where 
necessary.
・adding the translation to the text.
・pushing the translation to the GitHub account (op-
tional).
Creating a new branch
The translation will be located on a new branch, to-
gether with the text. Since a translation requires long 
and continued effort, web browsers are not well suited 
to this task, which is why Mandoku is used. It is as-
sumed that the program has been installed and set up 
as described in Chapter 3. The text of interest can be 
looked up, for example using the “Title search” func-
tion, called by pressing F7. As explained, the text can 
be displayed (enter the text name on the line) and 
downloaded (cloned) using the command “C―c d”. In 
this case, a fork is created and the remote is added.
　In most cases, it is convenient to start the transla-
tion from a master branch. As shown in Figure 4 . 10, 
with the text displayed, “C―x g” has been pressed and 
in the Magit overview screen at the bottom of the 
window, “y” has been pressed to display the branch 
manager. This branch manager is divided into three 
parts. The topmost one is labelled “Branches” ; this dis-
plays the local branches. The next part, labelled “Krp-
test”, displays the branches connected to the forked 
text of @krptest. The third part shows the branches 
in the original location of the text, @kanripo. The cur-
sor selection is set to the local master branch. We 
want to create a new branch based on this one, so we 
press “b” (for branching) followed by “c” for “creating 











































and checkout”. (As mentioned, a help screen with 
available commands can be displayed by pressing “?”.) 
On the line at the very bottom of the window, you are 
now prompted for the name of the branch to start 
from. “master” is suggested because that is the branch 
where the cursor is positioned. Pressing enter will 
confirm this and generate the next prompt, asking for 
the name of the new branch. We choose a different 
name, “trans―en” to indicate that this is going to be 
the branch for a translation into English. The name is 
of course entirely up to the user, although it is advis-
able to avoid using capital letters, as recommended. 
After again pressing enter, the action is executed, and 
a new branch appears under local branches. “@” pre-
cedes the name to indicate that the branch is active. 
The header line of the text displayed at the top of the 
window changes to show that the active branch is 
“trans―en”. We can now close the branch manager and 
the Magit status window by pressing the key “q” 
twice. This will restore the window displaying the 
text at full size.
Reformatting the text
Before actually starting the translation, we will refor-
mat the text a little to make it possible to write the 
translation of the text on the same line as the text it-
self. This is useful for a raw translation, since it makes 
it easy to look for the translations of terms that have 
already been encountered. We use a “one phrase, one 
line” 一逗一行 format here. While editing in the file, it 
is a good idea to show the hidden markers that indi-
cate page and line breaks. This can be done from the 
menu using “Mandoku ＞ Display ＞ Show markers” 
(Figure 4 . 11). As shown in Figure 4 . 12, a “¶” charac-
ter appears at the end of every line. In the Mandoku 
text format, this indicates the end of a line in the base 
edition. Furthermore, page numbers are now dis-
played in full, to show not only the current page, but 
also the text number (KR6q0332) and the edition (X in 
this case, which stands for the 新纂大日本續藏經 Shin-
san dainippon zokuzōkyō). This information is impor-
tant for the correct functioning of the system, so it 
should not be deleted. However, the file can be rear-












































as the sequence of characters is not altered.
Starting the translation
Figure 4 . 13 shows the file with lines reformatted, 
ready for starting the translation. This can of course 
also be done line by line if the translator prefers. The 
markers can also be hidden again (using same menu 
command as above) to reduce distraction while work-
ing with the text. Figure 4 . 14 shows the result of 
translating the first few lines. Translation and text 
have been separated by a “tab” character. (To enter a 
“tab” use “C―q C―i”. This complicated key combination 
is necessary because the tab key is already assigned 
for other purposes.) The tab―stop has been set to 30 
(M―x set―variable tab―width ＜enter＞30).
Pushing to the GitHub account.
If the translation is pushed to the GitHub account, it 
will also be available to @krptest when using the kan-
ripo. org, and it can be used on other computers. It can 
also be used as a backup in case of emergency.
　To initiate the push, we again press C―x g to call up 
Magit. Now the display looks like Figure 4 . 16. There 
are two things to note : ⑴ The push destination is ab-
sent (because the branch was created locally, not 
pulled from a remote) and ⑵ there are “unstaged 
changes”, which means there are changes to the file 
that have not yet been committed to the internal reg-
istry of changes. Before pushing, we therefore need to 
stage and commit the changes. The easiest way to do 
this is to press “c” two times. This will call up the buf-
fer for editing commit messages, as shown in Figure 
4 . 17. The cursor is a the lower part of the window, 
where the commit message is entered. All the other 
parts are for information only. The top part of the 
window shows the changes to be committed, while the 
bottom part below the cursor shows the files affected. 
After writing a short message to explain what has 
been done, pressing “C―c” twice will conclude the ac-
tion. The part of the window about “Unstaged chang-
es” now disappears.
　We can now initiate the actual push. Pressing “P” (i. 
e., capital letter “P” or shift―”p”) brings up another 
popup buffer as shown in Figure 4 . 18. This buffer in-













































dicates what keys are available to conclude the action. 
Here the second section, labelled “Push trans―en to” is 
most relevant. The first item in this section is the one 
we need. This will push the commit we just made to 
the user account on GitHub. After pressing p to initi-
ate this, the program might prompt for the GitHub 
user name and password if these have not been saved 
before, but usually it will do its magic and then dis-
play the commit message just entered for both the lo-
cal and the remote branch.
　The change is now available on GitHub and it is also 
visible on kanripo.org. However, we first need to tell 
the website that we now want to see the translation 
branch and not the master branch of this text. This is 
done by adding the l ine “KR6q0332=krptest/
KR6q0332/trans―en” (“user account/text number/
branch”) to one of the configuration files, as shown in 
Figure 4 . 26. Once this is set and loaded, the result 
should be visible for the user @krptest as in Figure 
4 . 15. It should also be noted here, that the change on 
the GitHub repository will be visible to everybody 
who visits the page there, not just the owner. There-
fore, if you do not yet want to share unfinished work, 
it’s better to use a private repository, as explained in 
the next part, or simply avoid pushing to the reposito-
ry on GitHub.
Ⅲ　 Workflow for accessing and 
sharing texts
Sometimes the reading and translating of a text is 
done by multiple members of a research group. In this 
case, a separate account should be set up for the re-
search group, designated as an “organization” account, 
not a user account. The members of the group can 
then be added to the organization. This enables the 
group to work with a common, shared copy of the 
text in addition to, or instead of, maintaining a copy in 
every individual members’ account.
　Here, we will assume that the account of the re-
search group is called “krp―zinbun” and has the per-
missions necessary to create private repositories. Pri-












































public repositories ; they have to go through some lo-
cal clone. An easy way to create such a local clone is 
to use Mandoku. Simply display the text as explained 
above and then press “C―c d” to download the text. 
We do not want a fork in this case, so simply answer 
“no” when prompted to. This clone can then be 
pushed to a repository created as private on GitHub. 
A group administrator will have to set up the reposi-
tory. (The details of this are beyond the scope of this 
introduction.)
　We will also assume that the master branch of this 
text in the account @krp―zinbun will have the text all 
users see on kanripo.org, while individual users will 
have their own branches on which they do their work. 
Only when the work is ready, will this branch be 
merged into the common master. We will further as-
sume that users will each be responsible for certain 
sections of the text, which they will prepare in private, 
and present the results of their work to the group lat-
er.
　The steps that need to be completed for this task 
depend on whether the work is done on Mandoku or 
on the Kanripo.org website :
・For work on Mandoku :
　　―  Clone (=download) the text from @krp―zinbun
　　―  Create a branch
　　―  Prepare the text
　　―  Add translation and notes
　　―  Merge and push
・For work on Kanripo.org
　　―  Fork text to the user account
　　―  Create a branch
　　―  Prepare the text, add translation (this can be 
done outside the browser)
　　―  Merge and push
・Confirm visibility to all (both methods)
Mandoku
The workflow on Mandoku is very similar to the one 
already described for translations prepared individually. 
The description offered now focuses on the differences.









ストを探し，「Don’t edit this file. If you want to edit, 
press C―c d to download it first.」を含むファイルを表
示する。しかし，@kanripoアカウントからファイルを
入手するための「C―c d」を使う代わりに，今回は































With the setup above, user @krptest is a member of 
the research group and is starting to work on a part 
of the text assigned to her. She will first need to get 
the files from the private repository, where contribu-
tions from others might already be recorded. First, 
she will look for the text needed in the catalog and 
display the file that contains the line “Don’t edit this 
file. If you want to edit, press C―c d to download it 
first.” However, instead of using “C―c d” to get the file 
from the @kanripo account, this time she uses the 
command “Mandoku ＞ Maintenance ＞ Download this 
text from other account” available on the menu4. Se-
lecting this function now prompts for the name of the 
account to use, to which she enters “krp―zinbun”. This 
will of course work only if she indeed has access to 
this repository. If everything goes well, the text will 
be cloned and will be available for editing, as shown in 
Figure 4 . 19.
Starting work
Before she actually starts editing the text, @krptest 
will create a branch where she can work without be-
ing affected by others. This branch is named “work”, 
but any name will do. As shown in Figure 4 . 19, the 
user now creates a branch using the procedure ex-
plained above.
　As soon as the line “@ work” appears under 
“Branches”, the branch “work” is active, setup is fin-
ished and the actual work can start. While working, a 
digital facsimile of this page can be displayed at any 
time by pressing C―c i, as shown in Figure 4 . 24.
　When the work is finished, it can be committed as 
usual (C―x g, then c and c). The work is still only on 
the local computer and not available to anybody else.
Merging and pushing
When @krptest is satisfied with her work, she will 
want to make it visible to the other members of the 
group. This is done by pushing it back to GitHub. 













































first have to merge her work back into the master. 
Before doing so, she will check if anybody else has 
pushed to master in the meantime. To make sure the 
master is up―to―date, she will go to the branch man-
ager (C―x g and then “y”), and change to the master 
branch. (This is done by pressing enter on the line 
with “master”. “@” will then indicate the active branch. 
This requires that all changes have been committed.)
　@krptest will now press “F” (shift―”f”) to pull chang-
es from GitHub into master. On the popup screen in 
(Figure 4 . 21) this is done by pressing “u”. The master 
branch is now up―to―date and @krptest can merge 
her changes in and push. Pressing “m” to merge will 
display a screen with additional options, as in Figure 
4 . 22. To see what will be merged, “p” can be pressed 
to generate a preview. This confirms the branches 
from which the merge (“work”) will take place and 
also shows what is going to be merged. The preview 
is displayed at the lower part of the screen, as in Fig-
ure 4 . 23. The lines of text in red are the lines that will 
be deleted ; the green ones (only partially visible) are 
the lines that will replace them. Pressing “q” closes 
the preview, and if everything seems fine, “m” can be 
pressed to do execute the merge.
　Figure 4 . 25 shows the new situation. After master 
the description now reads “ ［origin/master : ahead 1］”. 
This means that we are now one commit ahead of the 
master branch from the remote “origin”. The bottom 
of the window shows that the origin/master is still at 
the previous commit. Pressing “P” (push) followed by 
“u” (destination “origin/master”) executes the push ac-
tion. After this action, the master branch of KR5e0001 
in the group’s account @krp―zinbun will the same 
content as the version on @krptest’s computer.
Kanripo.org
Forking the text/Creating a new branch
Depending on the policy of the team, a branch can ei-
ther be created on a separate fork, or directly in the 
group’s repository. In this case, as can be seen in Fig-
ure 4 . 20, a branch is created without prior forking.








































Preparing the text and translating
The text can then be directly edited in the browser 
on the GitHub site, or the text can be copied to a dif-
ferent place and then pasted back in later.
Merging and pushing
The merge will again be initiated through a “Pull re-
quest” in the same way as above in “Ⅰ, ⑸ Make a 
pull request”. In this case, however, a member of the 
group will need to have the necessary permissions to 
complete the pull request by merging into master.
Visible to all members
Regardless of how the change is initiated, it should 
now be visible on the website kanripo.org for all users 
who are members of the group @krp―zinbun, provided 
that they have requested this in their settings, as 
shown in Figure 4 . 26. (The settings are accessed most 
conveniently from the link to the file global. cfg on 
the profile page.) This means that all members, even 
those who are not using Mandoku are able to see the 
results.
Conclusion
The combination of Mandoku and the Kanseki Reposi-
tory provide new tools for collaboration. While these 
tools might initially seem complicated and cumber-
some, they are easier to use than the explanation 
might suggest. In time, the tools will also improve. It 
should become possible for example to directly pre-
pare printouts for research meetings without the need 
to use a word processor.
Ⅳ　Analytical processing
In this last section, some advanced ways of working 
with the Kanseki Repository are presented. The exam-
ple research challenge considered here is : “For a given 
list of terms, what are the texts most relevant to these 
terms ?”
　To answer this question, every single one of these 
terms will have to be searched in the database. For 































and the number of matches per text is calculated. Ob-
viously, this is a task that cries out for automation, but 
the question is how can it be done ?
　With Mandoku it is actually quite straightforward to 
do this. Org―mode, on which Mandoku is based, en-
ables executable code to be embedded within docu-
ments, in the manner of so―called ‘literate program-
ming’. Such documents can also be exported easily to 
a word processor format, or even to PDF. This makes 
it an ideal tool for reproducible research, which is a 
hot topic in some fields, because it allows the descrip-
tion of the research, the data that serves as the basis 
of research, and the programs used to analyze the 
data to be bundled together in one single package.
　To demonstrate this, a document has been prepared 
that can be used to produce reports on data.
Downloading the document and preparing the data
A document that can be used to generate a report on 
the texts that contain the listed terms is available at 
［16］. Download and save the document (to your Docu-
ments folder, for example), then open it in Emacs.
　The input to this document has to be in a folder 
called “input”, located at the same level as the file. In 
this case, it would be Documents/input. For this ex-
ample, a text file containing the terms in the following 






































































のミニバッファーの中に「Evaluate this emacs―lisp 



































Figure 4 . 27 shows a so―called “source block”, which 
contains the code to be executed. To execute the code 
and start the analysis, move the cursor to the line 
starting with #＋BEGIN_SRC, then press “C―c C―c” 
(that is, press “control―C” two times in succession). 
Emacs will ask you to confirm your intention of run-
ning the code with the prompt “Evaluate this emacs―
lisp source block on your system ? (yes or no)” in the 
minibuffer at the bottom of the screen. Type “yes” 
then press enter. This also needs to be done twice.
　Emacs now performs searches in the Kanseki Re-
pository for each of the terms in the files located in 
the “input” folder. The results of these search are 
saved for later analysis. Note that for long lists, 
searching can take considerable time. Upon completion 
of this phase, another part of the program will look at 
the results and compile some reports.
Results
The intermediate results of the search are placed in a 
folder called data. A data folder is created for every 
input file and each one contains two further folders, 
raw and index. The raw folder records the results of 
the search as they are returned from the Kanseki Re-
pository index server. These results are used to gener-
ate the report. The second folder, index contains the 
formatted index as it would be displayed in Mandoku. 
The reports can link to these files to allow further in-
spection of the details of the results.
　Figure 4 . 28 shows the first few lines of the generat-
ed report, with the texts listed in order of the highest 
number of matching terms. The blue text code is a 
hyperlink to a more detailed display, as shown at the 
top of Figure 4 . 30. The terms are again hyperlinks ; 
the lower part shows the details of search results for 
the term 鬼病 gui bing. This is the same information 
displayed when a live search is conducted for this 
term and the links can similarly be used to jump to 
the location in the text. (In fact, it is possible to change 
settings so that the link performs a live search instead 
of calling up the results saved in the file.) Since this is 











































５　この機能についての更なる情報は Org Manual の第14章
にある［27］。
Kanseki Repository, it can be edited, saved, and cop-
ied, for example to eliminate matches that are not rel-
evant to the question at hand, or to annotate it with 
comments from the researcher.
Conclusion
The report is generated by the function mdplus―print―
results contained in the file. This particular function is 
also written in Emacs Lisp, but it could be written in 
any of various other languages (such as Python, Ruby, 
R, and Perl5) and executed in the same way from with-
in Emacs. If a different analysis is required, it is usual-
ly sufficient to replace this function by another one 
that yields the desired results. Having the source code 
for the analysis bundled in this way with analysis in-
structions, results, and collected and analyzed data 
makes it easier to share the source code and research 
findings with other researchers and enables other re-
searcher to reproduce the results easily.
　The functionality demonstrated in this last section 
depends mostly on org―mode, which is a part of 
Emacs and also the basis for the extension Mandoku. 
Org―mode has many more features that are relevant 
to researchers. For example, it allows research publi-
cations to be written in org―mode with the ability to 
export to Libre Office, HTML and PDF formats. This 
functionality was used to generate this report.
Notes
１　The master edition is of course an exception, since it 
does not represent one single edition. However, since 
that is an interpretative edition, any discrepancy might 
have been intended by the editors, so the request for a 
change has to be argued differently.
２　This is a default setting, but the setting can be changed 
if necessary, as demonstrated later (see Figure 4 . 25).
３　For a fork, this involves “rebasing” the fork ; for a clone, 
it is simply a pull from the remote, where it was origi-
nally cloned from.
４　This command will be available only if the text has not 
yet been downloaded. If the text has been previously 
downloaded from @kanripo, the text at @krp―zinbun 
can be simply added as an additional remote.
５　More information about this feature can be found in the 
Org Manual, Chapter 14.［27］
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Figure 4 . 3 :　The text is now forked in @krptest’s account 
図４．３　テキストが@krptestのアカウントにフォークされた
Figure 4 . 2 :　The GitHub page for text KR3a0023 太極圖說述解―明―曹端
図４．２　テキスト KR3a0023 太極圖說述解―明―曹端の GitHubページ 





Figure 4 . 8 :　Confirm changes and create pull request
図４．８　変更を確定し，プルリクエストをする 
Figure 4 . 7 :　 Confirm the changes in kanripo.org （visible only 
to @krptest）
図４．７　kanripo.orgで変更を確認する（@krptestにのみ見える）
Figure 4 . 6 :　Changes completed, ready to commit 
図４．６　変更が完了し，コミットする準備ができた
Figure 4 . 5 :　Two browser windows and the character viewer
図４．５　二つのブラウザーウィンドウと文字ビューアー 
Figure 4 . 4 :　Text KR3a0023 in editing mode 
図４．４　編集モードにあるテキスト KR3a0023
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Figure 4 . 10 :　Ready to create a new branch
図４．10　新しいブランチを作る準備ができた
Figure 4 . 9 :　Pull request ready 
図４．９　プルリクエストの準備完了
Figure 4 . 13 :　Text reformated for translation 
図４．13　翻訳のためにリフォーマットされたテキスト
Figure 4 . 12 :　Text with visible markers 
図４．12　可視文字［visible markers］の付いたテキスト
Figure 4 . 11 :　Mandoku menu Display―＞ Show markers




Figure 4 . 16 :　Magit display : Unstaged changes, no remote to push branch trans―en for @krptest 
図４．16　Magitディスプレイ：「Unstaged changes」@krptestの trans―enブランチをプッシュするリモートがない
Figure 4 . 15 :　Translation on the Kanripo.org website
図４．15　kanripo.org ウェブサイト上の翻訳 
Figure 4 . 14 :　Translation done
図４．14　翻訳が完了 
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Figure 4 . 20 :　Create a branch from krp―zinbun/KR5e0001
図４．20　krp―zinbun/KR5e0001からブランチを作る 




Figure 4 . 21 :　Magit display : press “u” to pull into master 
図４．21　Magitディスプレイ：「u」を押してmasterにプルする
Figure 4 . 19 :　 Magit display : On local branch master, ready to 
create a new branch starting here
図４．19　 Magitディスプレイ：ローカル・マスターブランチ上で，
ここから始まる新しいブランチを作る準備ができた
Figure 4 . 18 :　Magit popup menu : “p” will push to krptest/trans―en
図４．18　 Magit ポップアップメニュー：「p」が krptest/trans―en
にプッシュする





Figure 4 . 26 :　Display in kanripo.org for members of @krp―zinbun 
図４．26　@krp―zinbunメンバーのための kanripo.orgでのディスプレイ
Figure 4 . 25 :　After merge : 1 commit ahead of origin
図４．25　マージ後：originより１コミット分先 
Figure 4 . 24 :　 The text after completing the merge, displaying a digital facsimile to 
the right
図４．24　右にデジタルファクシミリを表示しているマージ完了後のテキスト 
Figure 4 . 23 :　 Magit display : changes that 
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Figure 4 . 28 :　Start of the report
図４．28　レポートの冒頭 
Figure 4 . 27 :　The code that will be executed 
with “C―c C―c”
図４．27　「C―c C―c」で実行されるコード 
Figure 4 . 30 :　Detail for text KR6k0206 with index display for 鬼病 
図４．30　テキスト KR6k0206の詳細と鬼病のインデックスディスプレイ
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Some commands for Mandoku, Magit, Emacs
Mandoku
Key Command Explanation 備考
F6 mandoku―search―text Search for a string of characters 
in the Kanseki Repository
漢籍リポジトリで全文検索
F7 mandoku―search―titles Search within the title list 目録中の検索
Shift―F7 mandoku―show―catalog Display catalog top page 目録のトップを表示




C―c i mandoku―open―image―at―page Display facsimile for current page 現ページのファクシミリを表示
Magit
All Magit commands except C―x g （magit―status） are valid only within the Magit display buffers.
C―x gを除くすべてのMagitコマンドはMagitバッファー内のみ有効となっていある。
C―x g Display state of the （text） repository テキストの現状を表示する
y Branch manager ブランチマネージャー
P Push to remote repository リモートへのプッシュ
F Pull from remote repository リモートからのプル
m merge two branches ブランチのマージ
s stage change of the file at point 今のファイルの変更内部へ記録する
c commit staged changes 記録された変更をコミットする
Emacs
C―h k （key） describe command bound to （key） キーに連携されたコマンドを説明する
M―x （command）＜enter＞ execute command without key binding キーに連携されていないコマンドを実行する
C―x C―s save file ファイルを保存する
C―x 1 One window on current buffer 今のバッファーのみ表示する
C―x 2 Split window vertically 上下分けて二つのバッファーを表示する















The topic of this volume is the “Kanseki Repository”, a digital collection of premodern Chinese texts. The 
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